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1. SUMMARY
RAP3 Exit Strategy
With 95% of physical progress achieved and 90% of the budget already spent, there are now 12
months remaining to the end of the programme, or some 15% of the programme duration. RAP3
has therefore begun to focus on its Exit Strategy in discussions with DFID, GoN and the 135
municipalities in the 14 DCC areas in which we work. The strategic plan is presented below and
sets the framework within which RAP3 activities will take place from now to the end of
Implementation Year 5 in June 2019.
Item
1 KAL 1 Handover
2 BAJ 1 Handover
3 BAJ 2 Handover
4 MUG Handover
5 HUM 1 Handover
6 HUM 2 Handover
7 KAL 2 Handover
8 GIS Training
9 Pilots TA
10 Core Maintenance TA
11 CONNECT
12 Capacity Building
13 Excavator Operator Training
14 MTMP
15 PTMP
16 Close down
17 Influencing Papers
1 Municipal Workshop Q3 2017
2 Federal Reset Q4 2017
3 2nd Municipal Workshop
4 Climate Resilience
5 GIS Training
6 SMG Assessment
7 Term Maintenance
8 MTMP Guidelines
9 PTMP Guidelines

J
H

F

M

A

M

J

2018
J

A

S

O

N

D

J

F

M

2019
A

M

J

Comments
Jan 2018: 9,223 workers and staff

IY5 Budget (GBP)

May wait until after monsoon
May wait until after monsoon

H
H
H
H
H
H

Municipal Mapping
RMG management
Ends Dec plus wind down
Ends Dec plus wind down
GIS Mapping/ Equipment Road Building
Up to MHLR contract start
In collaboration with GON (DOLIDAR)
Depends on Provincial Structure timing
April 2019: 25 workers and staff
LogFrame : Four per year
IP3
IP4
IP5
IP6
IP7
IP8
IP9

Draft done
Draft done
Underway
01/09/2018
01/11/2018
Second half of 2018
Additional Output for 2019

New construction - The approximate completion dates for new RAP3 roads in each of the four
new construction districts is shown through to March 2019 and this will have a considerable
influence over the employment generated by the programme.
Maintenance municipalities - Funding of RMGs by MOFAGA and their management in both Pilot
and Core DCC municipalities have been handed over to municipalities since July 2017. GoN RMG
Guidelines, approved in 2016, have now been translated into Nepali and the training of Municipal
routine maintenance focal persons in road maintenance district completed. RAP3 TA from Pilot
municipalities is scheduled to pull out on 31 July 2018 and RMG TA will be replaced with RAP3’s
TA Help Desk initiative through to June 2019. Core municipalities will follow the same exit strategy
some six months later in January 2019.
Federal support – Support to pilot and core municipalities is built around GIS training which will
allow municipalities to update their road network mapping and LRN statistics, supported by the
RAP TA Help Desk. GIS training to IT staff of municipalities of RAP3 programme districts
completed during the reporting period.
MHLR – In preparation for the start of MHLR under a separate DFID contract excavator training is
taking place in Mugu ahead of the planned start of MHLR in September 2018 following MoF
approval in April 2018.
Capacity building – GIS and MHLR training will extend through to April 2019 during which time it
is hoped to convert the DTMP Guidelines to both Provincial and Municipal Transport Master Plan
guidelines.
Influencing Papers – Nine papers are to be prepared by June 2019. Completed or underway
include first and second Municipal Workshop results, Federal Reset Workplan, Climate Resilience
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and GIS training course material while those to be prepared include Special Maintenance Group
and Term Maintenance Pilot lessons learned and revised MTMP and PTMP guidelines.
CONNECT – This will continue to be operational through to January 2019 after which activities will
be would down.
Close down – Pilot district offices will be closed down in July 2018 and handover of programme
assets finalised and approved by DFID. A six month close down period has been designated to
start in January 2019 to allow time for disposal of programme assets in the field of the core
programme districts and closure of field offices based on the time taken for this to happen on
RAP2. Effectively the TMO will hand over its assets and building to MHLR during this period while
at the same time preparing the Final Report for RAP3, storage of financial records required by
DFID and so on. Details of activity proposed for the remaining period of implementation is
presented in IY5 Implementation Plan.
Trimesterly Report
This report covers the progress of RAP3 over the Third Trimester of FY 2074-75, 16th March to
15 July 2018. It provides data and information relating to progress of RAP3 over the last Trimester
and plans for the next Trimester.
RAP3 was on track in meeting progress and financial targets set for the trimester period mid-March
to mid-July 2018 (see page below). The key successes in the last trimester include:
(a) Accomplished test drives of first 17km section of substantially completed new road in Mugu;
(b) GIS training to IT technicians of Rural/Municipalities of 14 programme districts and RAP3
Graduate Engineers;
(c) Pilot Term Maintenance using schedule of rates in DAD and DAI and road maintenance works
by Specific Maintenance Groups (SMGs) in DAD, DOT, ACH, Dai and JUM completed;
(d) Generated 430,371 employment days for poor households in 14 districts;
(e) Equipment Based Road Works (EBRW) training in Mugu;
(f) Climate resilience review of Nepal Rural Roads Standards;
(g) Economic study of RAP roads; and
(h) Connect leveraging from private sector in mid- and far-west.
The main deliveries and activities for the next trimester (16 July to 15 Nov 2018) will be:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Handover of construction completed 2 road corridors to Tribeni Municipality in BAJ;
Construction completion of district road works in MUG;
Complete EBRW pilot works;
Updating of DTMP base maps for 135 municipalities;
Engagement with new provincial authorities;
Provide on-demand TA support to pilot district local levels through Help Desk established in
operated from RAP3 TMO;
(g) Wind down of pilot district TA offices and handing over of items to respective agencies as
approved by DFID; and
(h) Start of RAP3 Exit Strategy as planned in IY5
This Trimester Report includes three narrative sections backed up by 11 Annexes.
1.
2.
3.

Section 1 provides the summary, and an introduction
Section 2 deals with activities and progress of RAP3 components, while
Section 3 looks at progress on the DFID Annual Review key recommendations.

A summary presented below reviews the physical and financial progress of RAP to the end of the
last Trimester. This shows cumulative physical progress in relation to the programme extended
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period i.e. June 2019. The programme’s physical progress has reached 95.10%, time elapsed at
84.84% and financial progress at 90.29%, all nicely grouped. The summary also lists activities
carried out last Trimester and those planned for the next Trimester for each of the components of
the programme.
Contract Details
Contract start date
Contract end date
Time left to expected completion date
Contract amount (GBP)
Percentage of amount left to spend

13 May 2013
30 June 2019
15.16%
47.325 million
9.71%

Progress against trimester and overall
Logframe targets

On track (see page iv- Results table)

Cumulative Progress of RAP3 to Date = 95.10%

Measures physical progress of Outputs 1, 2,3 and 4

Time elapsed to date = 84.84%
Financial Monitoring
Programme budget = UK£ 47.325 m

Invoiced up to Oct 2017 = UK£ 42.67 m

Financial progress = 90.29 %
Quality Management
Project Management and Verification (PMV)

Number

Action Taken

Field verifications conducted in July - November 2017
Total field verifications conducted to Date
Reportable incident/risk event this Trimester

96
742
Number

Disseminated recommendations of the
verifier to the field teams for improvements.
Key issues / Actions required

Audits conducted in July – November 2017
Total Audits conducted to Date

Audit targeted at key issues/risks include
fund flow through local level on RMG
maintenance, site store management, work
124
measurement and payment.
Key issues: Key issues identified during the reporting period include weak documentation of follow up actions on field verification
recommendations, lack of site specific work schedule of critical sections, weak documentation of stock of materials and tools in
site stores. Improvement actions on issues taken through system revisions and follow on verifications and audits.
7
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Trimester targets and results
Component
Outcome:
Improved incomes and
resilience through
employment and
improved access to
services and economic
opportunities in the rural
transport infrastructure
area of RAP with
increased policy
ownership and capacity
over rural road asset
management by GON
Output 1 (LRN):
Development
and
sustained management
of LRN in RAP3 districts
Output 2:
Increased and reliable
pro-poor earning
opportunities for RAP
targeted households
Output 3 (CB/PH):
Strengthened
institutional capacity to
sustainably manage rural
transport infrastructure

Output 4 (CONNECT):
Improved
functioning
and scaled up markets in
RAP3 Connect districts

Item
a)

Number of people living along new road
access catchment area
b) Number of people with access to the
maintained network of roads
Annual number of vehicles using maintained
roads in the DRCN
RAP % of targeted households receiving
minimum 80 days/annum employment
Capacity development of GON through RAP
a) Improved capacity (CIM Score)
b) % of GON funding for routine maintenance
£s leveraged from third parties to MSME pilots
and enabling environment interventions
Km of DRCN under RMG maintenance
New road – 2.5m wide track opening
New road – 3.5m wide track opening
New road – 4.5m fully widened roads
Completed road length
Total number of employment days generated
a) In construction (male/female

Last Trimester
target

Last Trimester
achievement

Cumulative to date

June 2019 target

87,700

87,700

2,109,000

2,109,000

4.9 million

++

Figures to remain the same
2,109,000
4.9 million

To be monitored once in a year

100%

100%

7.14
100%

7.14
100%

300,000

564,801

188.26%

2,089km
0.0km
1.85km
1.03km
60km
365,461

2,253km
0km
3.40km
5.77km
60km
430,371
113,325/84,246

107.85%
0.00%
183.78%
560.19%
100.00%
172.14%

100%

100%

Measured in Sept, once in a
year

40%
7.14

++
100%

615,000

564,801

450,000

2,200km
0.0km
1.00km
3.00km
3.00km
120,000

2,253km
97.50km
93.55km
90.74km
60.00km
5,135,446
1,643,170 / 1,027,931

2,200km
97.5km
97.5km
97.5km
97.5km
5,070,000
1,520,646/1,000,878
1,760,825
[1,574,825]
(89.44%)
490,000/9,007

1,086,231 / 587,691
[1,437,085]

56,441/44,555

Note: Figures in brackets derived from DFID’s fund

% of partners’ work plans which are on time

Next Trimester
target

87,700

b) In maintenance (male/female)
c) For special building groups (SBGs)
Number of annual support plans as agreed with
GoN, successfully delivered
Number of person training days delivered for
Engineers and technicians at the DDC level
Number of policies/guidelines with influencing
agenda developed and delivered
Number of a) households and b) individuals
engaged in pilots and intervention per year
No of districts with policy reform paper on
reservation of seats for women on DCCI tabled at
the AGM

% target
achieved

126,802/5,002
Annual support activities extended to 135 rural/municipalities of 14
programme districts after federal structural set-up on-going.

487,274 / 14,505

15

288

839

331.62%

50

17,932

17,800

1

1

100%

2

15

19

2,800
600

3,646
1,158

130.21%
193.00%

3,750
1,200

3,646
1,158

3,000
900

0

0%

4

3

66%

94.28%

66%

50%

70%

vii
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Major Events in the last Trimester
 RAP new roads- Continued road widening works in difficult sections and retaining walls in
new construction road corridors in Bajura, Kalikot, Mugu and Humla (See LRN for details).
 17km section of district road in Mugu substantially completed and undertook 4W test drive.
 Second cycle of SMG pilot maintenance works in five core maintenance districts covering
186km DRCNs completed.
 Pilot Term Maintenance contract using scheduled of rates in DAI and DAD districts
covering 86km of DRCN completed.
 Design of Mugu Humla Link Road (MHLR), detailed engineering design completed,
equipment based construction work pilot in Mugu prepared and shared with DFID, GoN,
DCC and local municipality.
 420 MT of fresh ginger collected (Sahajpur and Surkhet); 330 MT of ginger processed and
28 MT of dried ginger ready for export.
 CONNECT leveraging private sector funding for businesses in far west
 Organised GIS training to IT technicians and staff of 135 local levels of programme districts
and RAP3 GEs.
Activities carried out last Trimester
Component 1 - Local Road Network
 According to the Meteorological Office, the Monsoon arrived this year on 8th June 2018
(being 2 days ahead of the official norm).
 LRN physical works have focused on the continuation of New Road Construction,
Maintenance by RMGs and the two pilot approaches of: Specific Maintenance Groups
(SMGs) and Term Maintenance (TM).
 Technical Focal Persons (TFPs) from each Municipality / Rural Municipality (M/RM) where
provided with 2-day training in ‘Management Handover of RMGs’; in April 2018 for each
Pilot District (JHA, MOR, PAR, SAN & SIN), and in May 2018 for the Core Districts of ACH,
DAD and DOT.
 Management handover of GoN funded RMGs proceeded in Pilots through joint supervision
(RAP3 / TFP) in the majority of M/RMs being those with the time and commitment. Towards
the end of the trimester TFPs were certifying the payment for RMG works.
 Preparations and asset disposals were carried out in Pilot DTAs ready for RAP3 exit from
Pilots by 31st July 2018. RAP3 DoLIDAR PC issued formal written notifications to DCCs.
 Help-desk established in TMO to support Pilot district M/RMs – contacts and lines of
communication were established.
 Continued to supervise RMGs in 3 ‘new construction Districts’ with implementation funded
by RAP3.
 Confirmation received that GoN has allocated budget for continuation of all RMGs in 13
RAP3 Districts (HUM has no RMGs) for the full 12 months of the coming year.
 All 24 pilot Specific Maintenance Groups (SMGs) in five ‘maintenance Core Districts’
completed their allocated works by the end of June 2018.
 Both pilot Term Maintenance Contractors (DAD & DAI) satisfactorily completed their
contracts by the end of June 2018.
 Stakeholder feedback questionnaires issued for all SMG and TM works.
 New Construction – continued the construction of 6 remaining new roads in BAJ, KAL,
HUM and MUG.
 In BAJ, the MK and MTC District Roads reached substantial completion by the end of June
2018 although various ‘finishings’ remain.
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 KAL SSDR – following road handover in January 2018, finishing works in response to Road
Safety and Resilience Audits continued. All workers (except RMGs) were demobilised by
the end of June 2018.
 Bio-engineering undertaken on all ongoing New Construction roads during pre and early
monsoon conditions.
 Central Procurement – continued to support RAP3 direct funded implementation works
(mainly new construction) with a series of relatively small-value procurements of supplies
together with some larger planned procurements for ERBW.
Safeguard Management
 TA support to RBGs on social mobilisation, group saving and credit and workers’ and work
site safety in new construction districts.
 Environmental Management Plan implementation of new road construction corridors ongoing.
 Reinstatement of damaged public utility structures and facilities, private buildings and
structures.
 Road Building Group saving and credit continued.
 LRN public audits conducted in Bajura, Mugu and Humla.
 RBGs and SBGs First Aid Kit Medicines replenished.
 Continued support to ex-RBGs on settlement of group saving and credit schemes,
proposed future plan of engagements on cooperative and producers’ group formation,
registration and operation as a part of exit strategy.
Component 2 – Employment
 Total employment days created during the reporting period has remained at 430,371, which
surpassed the target of 250,000 days fixed for the same period.
 The concerted effort to expedite and complete road construction works within the revised
scheduled time resulted increased employment days during the reporting period.
Component 3 - Capacity Building and Policy Harmonisation
 Intern, graduate and CTEVT programmes on going
 GIS training for Municipal focal persons designed and delivered to 124 Municipalities (11
absent)
 GPS purchased for 135 Municipalities
 Updating of DTMP base maps for 135 municipalities – on going (so far 115 completed)
 Printing of RMG Guidelines in Nepali
 TA support to Pilot and Core DCCs in RMG management and supervision in 135
Municipalities
 DoLIDAR/Roads Board funding of RMGs in RAP DCCs
 Engagement with new provincial authorities
 NEC first batch of 13 P ENG awards to be made
 Influencing paper on revisions to LRN standards to include climate change
 Equipment Based Road Works (EBRW) training in Mugu
 Technical Support to DOLIDAR to collect national ward wise population statistics
 On line training programme designed with Young Innovations
Component 4 - RAP3 CONNECT
 Supplier identified for purchase of bean-grading machine and co-investment terms agreed
 MoU signed with Bottlers Nepal Limited for inclusion of BNL products in Hamri Didi baskets
and deliver of 5by20 training.
 New Office Manager recruited and joined MSME #3 BDC from 15 January 2018
ix
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 MBC contracts renewed between DSSs and MSMEs #3, #4 and #9
 6 irrigation ponds and 73 poly houses constructed in collaboration with High Value
Agriculture Project (HVAP).
 420 MT of fresh ginger collected (Sahajpur and Surkhet); 330 MT of ginger processed and
28 MT of dried ginger ready for export.
 Generator purchased by STOS and installation completed (MSME #7)
 Facilitated additional co-investment partnerships to expand irrigation infrastructure within
HSPC MBCs; design and cost estimation of 4 irrigation ponds completed.
 Policy reform paper presented at Dadeldhura and Doti DCCI AGM and resolution passed
by both DCCIs.
 Exeter University OnePlanet MBA student matched with MSME #9
 FEC, Dailekh organised a spot light talk with local business person
 10 KUSOM MBA students completed their Rural Enterprise Service (RES) placements
providing consultation to 15 businesses.
 SME Portfolio Advisor appointed and joined CONNECT from 15 January 2018.
Financial Management
 DLIs unit rates proposed after reconciliation of invoiced value against actual costs incurred
completed and new rate proposed
 Actions on external audit recommendations completed.
Technical Assistance and Performance Management and Verification
 Field verification and audit programme as planned
 Run radio programme “Bikashko Bato” on going through local FM stations
 Complete economic analysis of RAP roads
 Prepared annual progress report, IY5 Implementation Plan
 Facilitate DFID AR Team for programme annual review
 SMT monthly review and Trimester progress reporting
Activities for the next Trimester
RAP3 component activities to be undertaken during the next Trimester are listed below. The main
activities in the next Trimester reporting period of RAP3 will include:
Component 1: Local Road Network
 Finalise arrangements for the Exit from Pilot Districts due at the end of July 2018. This
includes completing all approved disposal / handover of facilities and distribution of Nepali
version of ‘DoLIDAR RMG Guidelines’ to all M/RMs.
 Establish linkages by promoting the availability of the TMO Help-Desk to all M/RMs in Pilot
Districts.
 Run the TMO ‘Help-Desk’ for all M/RMs in Pilot districts responding to their demand-led
technical queries on RAP3 related planning and works, including GIS mapping, etc.
 Pursue logistic arrangements to ensure continuation of GoN funded RMGs in 13 RAP3
Districts including meeting with concerned Provincial leaders.
 Conduct 2-day ‘RMG Management Handover Training’ for remaining RMG Districts (DAI,
JUM, BAJ, KAL & MUG).
 Continue to supervise RMGs in Core Districts, following-up with a transitional programme
of counterpart supervision of RMGs, leading to TFP works certification with a view to exiting
the Core Districts by Jan 2019 (DAI, JUM, BAJ, KAL & MUG).
 Prepare ‘SMG Guidelines’.
 Prepare ‘Term Maintenance’ piloting report.
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 Conduct refresher training in RCS and ARAMP preparation in RAP3 Core Districts for
interested M/RMs.
 Provide assistance to Core District DCCs / M/RMs in their conduct of RCS and works
planning (draft ARAMP).
 Complete ‘finishings’ to 2 New-Construction roads in BAJ and handover following the Tihar
Festival (around Nov 2018).
 Continue bio-engineering works during mid monsoon along on-going new construction
projects.
 Complete and handover two further DRs – GDDR in MUG and SDDR in HUM.
 Conduct Resilience and Road safety Audits on new construction roads on GDDR (MUG)
and SSDR (HUM).
Continue construction of JRDR in KAL and GKDR in HUM.
Safeguards Management
 TA support to RBGs on social mobilisation, group saving and credit, public audits and
workers’ and work site safety in new construction districts
 Replenish First Aid medicines to RBGs
 Environmental Management Plan implementation of new road construction corridors
continued
 Reinstatement of damaged public utility structures and facilities, private buildings and
structures
 Organise public audits of RBG wage payments
 Road Building Group saving and credit continued
 Continue implementation of RBG saving and credit scheme exit strategy
Component 2: Employment
 PMV to monitor households employed per year in RBGs
 PMV to monitor households employed per year in RMGs.
 PMV to monitor households employed per year in SMGs
Component 3: Capacity Building and Policy Harmonisation
 Intern, graduate and CTEVT programmes on going
 Complete preparing road network GIS mapping for DDC and individual municipalities
 Capacity and institutional assessment of Province 6 with a view to delivery of relevant RAP
training on GIS to remaining 5 DCCs of Karnali province.
 GIS mapping training to allow Rural/Municipalities to delineate local road network
 Support to prepare GoN infrastructure guidelines for restructured local bodies on going
(draft submitted)
 Capacity and Institutional Assessments of Municipalities
 FM radio programme on Bikash ko Bato to continue
 Translation of LRN Training Material
 Continue Training to municipal staff on GoN RMG Guidelines
 RAP3 Engineering Help Desk facilities for Pilot districts to start
 Annual LRN Training Programme
 Assist MOFAGA and DOLIDAR to review and rewrite the existing MTMP
 Assist GoN to pilot PTMP preparation (for Province 6)
 Prepare Excavator handbook leading to CTEVT approved certification
 MHLR road construction training for excavator operators and owners
 Collaboration with DFID Coherence project in Humla
 Participate in NCCSP to scale up works.
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Component 4: RAP3 CONNECT
 Complete formalities of wind down of co-investment agreements with MSME #1, MSME
#4 and MSME #7.
 Facilitate introductory meeting between shortlisted HDs and PBL to progress loan
discussion (MSME #2)
 Sign MOU with NCELL for inclusion of re-charge cards in HDs’ baskets (MSME #2)
 Facilitate introductory meeting between BDC, dairy farmers and PBL to process loan
applications for purchase of livestock (MSME #3)
 Facilitate livestock insurance for dairy farmers (MSME #3)
 Support OMF (MSME #5) to renew and expand VCF offer alongside ICS, insurance and
renewal of long term agreements.
 Complete construction of OMF satellite processing unit in Sahajpur (MSME #5)
 Facilitate crop insurance for seed producers (MSME #9)
 Work with MSME #9 to facilitate long-term contract renewal with upstream buyers
 Deliver level 4 YVs graduation and complete transition of relationships to MSME partners
 Link Yuba Vayus with Municipal Governments for future training and income generating
opportunities
 Support FEC teams with their YUNUS Social Business Challenge applications
 Work with FECs to develop annual calendar of activities
Financial Management
 DLIs unit rates proposed after reconciliation of invoiced value against actual costs incurred
for coming Trimester.
 External audit started
Technical Assistance and Performance Management and Verification
 Field verification and audit programme as planned
 Run radio programme “Bikashko Bato” through local FM stations
 RAP3 Steering Committee Meeting
 SMT monthly review and Trimester progress reporting
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2. ACTIVITIES AND PROGRESS
Following approval of the 2017 LogFrame RAP3 has four components, these being 1) Local Road,
2) Employment 3) Capacity Building and Policy Harmonisation and 4) RAP3 CONNECT). These
are backed up by a Performance Management and Verification (PMV) system that supports the
“results based” modality of the RAP3 programme and Safeguards Management. Major activities
and progress of the reporting period on these components are presented below. Additional
information, facts and figures are presented in Tables in Annexes.

2.1.

COMPONENT 1: LOCAL ROAD COMPONENT
PLANNING

The Planning phase of the annual cycle takes place immediately following the monsoon and can
extend well into the following year for the attainment of formal approvals and budget preparations
for the following financial year.
In this regard there has been significant interaction with DoLIDAR regarding obtaining an assured
GoN budget for next years (16th July 2018 – 15th July 2019) RMG works over the full RAP3 districts
(13 excluding HUM where there are no significant roads yet to maintain). The result of these
interactions was that GoN has formally assigned the full required budget (around NRs 218 million)
for 12 months of continuous RMG coverage to be applied through the Provinces.
MAINTENANCE
Road Maintenance Groups (RMGs): Full RMG coverage on around 2,200 km of trafficable DRCN
has continued throughout the period. The majority of this (~2,100) is within the 10 RAP3
‘maintenance districts’ (Pilot and Core) and which has been fully funded by GoN. The remaining
(~100 km) is within the Core ‘new construction’ Districts of BAJ, KAL and MUG and has to date
been directly funded from RAP3.
In terms of budget preparations for the coming GoN financial year, RAP3 has been active in
working with DoLIDAR to assure continuation of funding as described in the preceding section of
this report. This culminated in GoN agreeing to assign full continuation of funding for the coming
12 months of around NRs 218 million. This includes the addition of further DRCNs that have
become trafficable and importantly the full new construction districts’ network that was funded by
RAP3 in IY4, bringing the full GoN RMG coverage to ~2,600 km. This budget has been clearly
earmarked in the ‘Red Book’ and is understood to be ‘conditional’ i.e. for use on RMGs only. The
budget is to be applied through the Provincial Governments where further logistical arrangements
will be required for its onward disbursement to the Local Bodies (Municipalities and Rural
Municipalities).
RAP3 has also continued the agreed plan towards a sustainable hand-over of RMGs in terms of
their management and supervision. In all RAP3 districts, engagements with the Palikas have
resulted in their nomination of a Technical Focal Person (TFP) who will work with RAP3 to assume
the transfer of responsibilities. During April 2018 we delivered District-based 2-day training courses
to TFPs in the 5 Pilot Districts on ‘RMG Management Handover Training’ which covered the whole
process of applying the ‘DoLIDAR RMG Guidelines – March 2016’. Thereafter and immediately
following the training we introduced joint supervision of the works whereby the TFPs were invited
to accompany on all supervision / management tasks. This then led to the modification of RMG
payment certificates whereby the TFP was nominated as the individual responsible for ‘certifying
the works’ with the RAP3 DTA merely providing a ‘checking endorsement’. In this manner all
Palikas were presented with the opportunity to prepare themselves for the continued management
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of RMGs utilising GoN funds (applied since Nov 2016 in Pilots) following RAP3’s exit from the Pilot
Districts scheduled for 31st July 2018.
Core District handovers are staggered around 6 months behind the Pilots and will follow a similar
procedure. So far in May 2018 we already conducted ‘RMG Management Handover training’ to
TFPs in DAD, DAI and DOT and will follow soon in the remaining ‘maintenance-only’ districts of
DAI and JUM together with the ‘new construction’ districts of BAJ, KAL and MUG.
Specific Maintenance Groups (SMGs): SMGs were introduced in last year’s construction season
in four CORE maintenance Districts (ACH, DAI, DOT and JUM). The idea was to test a new
approach to performing ‘Specific Maintenance’ as an alternative to both conventional User
Committee and Small Contractor, as these approaches had been problematic during RAP3’s early
years. The pilot approach proved very successful and the 1st year trials were closed in July 2017.
One of the merits of the system was in fact that it could be neatly closed at the end of the season
without the overruns and disputes categorised by similar works undertaken by conventional smallscale works contractors. In IY4 the piloting was extended for a 2nd year to cover DAD following its
confirmation as a new CORE district.
IY4’s programme of SMGs covers 5 ‘maintenance Core districts’ with a budget of NRs 6 million
per District applied as Direct Funding. Works had physically started form around January 2018 and
cover a total 24 SMGs applied on 185 km of DRCN with around 440 workers. In a similar manner
to the pilots conducted during IY3, all contracts were declared completed by 30th June 2018, further
underlining the success of the approach.
RAP3 TMO has started the collection of feed-back questionnaires into the pros and cons of this
year’s pilots and will summarise into a report. We have also started the preparation of an ‘SMG
Guideline’ setting out the procedures and how the approach can be replicated by others.
As SMGs are not being continued in IY5 due to inadequate remaining programme period, the
various tools and equipment together with any surplus material stocks are being disposed to
respective Palikas. In a few cases these Local Bodies have indicated an intention to continue the
Employment of selected SMGs and this initiative is being encouraged with others through ongoing
M/RM engagement.
Term Maintenance: ‘Term Maintenance’ using an innovative new approach for Nepal, is being
piloted in DAD and DAI with a single works contract in both. The approach uses a ‘schedule of
rates’ style contract with the primary aim of engaging a works contractor to undertake both
Emergency and Specific road maintenance, far earlier than normal in the year. This can be
achieved because the approach first engages a contractor to care for a sub-network (~50km
targeted) using generic unit rates and subsequently identifies and designs works which are then
packaged and implemented through a series of Works Orders which define what is to be done
based on the post-monsoon RCS. Each pilot contract is valued at NRs 10 million.
Locally experienced Contractors were engaged through national competitive bidding for each of
DAI and DAD. Contracts started on 1st September following evaluation of bids during the monsoon.
Bidders were post-qualified on the basis that they at least fully owned a single excavator (but
permitted hire / lease access to other items of essential equipment). This was to ensure that the
Contractor would be responsive to post-monsoon / pre-festival Emergency Maintenance clearance
of landslides at a time when hired excavators are in short supply.
Both contracts were set based on a fixed ‘term’ up to 30th June 2018 and with an available budget
of NRs 10 million each. On both pilot Contracts 6 Work Orders were issued. The Contractor in
DAD completed the instructed works reasonably comfortably. However in DAI the Contractor was
generally somewhat less organised and some of the works were affected by M/RMs undertaking
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simultaneous road-widening works. On both Contracts the flexibility of applying Variation Orders
proved an asset whereas in DAI the final work load was also adjusted toward the latter stages to
ensure a timely close. Altogether the flexibility and performance of the approach was well
demonstrated and the fact that both contracts were cleaning closed by the target of 30th June 2018
was a considerable accomplishment.
Feedback questionnaires have now been issued to the DTAs to proceed to gather views and
suggestions from all stakeholders including those of the Contractors. This will then be compiled as
part of a Report into the outcome of the pilot approach.
NEW CONSTRUCTION
This trimester has seen good progress being made in new construction, it being the main body of
the construction season.
The highlights this Trimester have been:
1) Substantial completion of both RAP3 roads in BAJ including the 1.8 km ‘entry section’
(now scheduled for formal handover in Nov 2018)
2) GDDR in MUG – Motorcycle test drive to the end point on 29th April 2018
3) GDDR in MUG – 4 wheel jeep test drive up to Km 17 on 15th June 2018
The general status of construction on the 7 RAP3 roads is discussed in the following paragraphs
and summarised in the table below.
Kalikot:
Kalikot’s Sanighat – Shipkhana District Road (~17.7km). This was RAP3’s first road to be
completed and was handed over to Raskot Municipality on 31st Jan 2018. Since then a number of
‘finishing’ works have continued mainly in attendance to the Resilience and Safety Audit
recommendations including the erection of traffic warning signs. By the end of June 2018 the
resident RAP3 supervision team and RBGs were fully demobilised. RMGs have continued
throughout the trimester under RAP3 direct-funding and are scheduled to be taken over under
municipal funding from 16th July with continuing RAP3 supervision support. RAP3 has been
conducting a Road Safety Awareness campaign through the local schools the majority of which
have been visited during this trimester.
Jarkot – Ramnakot District Road (~5.9km). This road started a year late following local disputes
about alignment. It is short but very steep and technically challenging requiring a high number of
hairpin bends and high retaining structures. Currently the road remains targeted for completion by
March 2019. Progress is being expedited through the addition of SBGs with a doubling of the
normal labour intensity.
Bajura:
Maure – Kailashmandu District Road (11.15 km) and Maure – Toli – Chhatara District Road (16.22
km). These two roads are connected but branch up to settlements on the opposite side of a valley.
They are separated from the SRN by a wide river encompassing an ‘entry section’ of pre-existing
steep road down to a dry-season ford. The roads have had controlled trafficking since the Road
Safety Audit 4-wheel jeep test-drive on 20th / 21st Jan 2018. Traffic accessed the road via ford
across the Budhiganga River supporting the plan to operate ‘captive vehicles’ on the alignments
after the river levels become too high and generating considerable optimism on the part of the
Communities. In fact the performance of the ford exceeded expectations and it remained
operational until late May. Thereafter a few vehicles have continued to operate in a ‘captive
manner’ particularly on MKDR while MTC had to close during July 2018 due to landslides beyond
the clearance capacity of the resident RMGs. RAP3 has been conducting a Road Safety
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Awareness campaign through the local schools the majority of which have been visited during this
trimester.
Formal handover of the road is likely following the 2018 Dasain / Tihar festival season once all bioengineering, finishing and any monsoon repairs and settlements are addressed. Both roads
including the entry section were substantially completed by the end of June 2018.
MUGU:
Gamgadi Dhaina District Road (19.95 km). Construction has progressed well during this trimester
with an emphasis on acceleration as far as safety constraints could permit. This has been achieved
by adding further SBG work groups and motivating existing groups to maintain better levels of
attendance.
Progress with the 3 km ‘entry section’ had been lagging due to delays in obtaining land entry
consents. These have now been largely solved and the working Groups have been supplemented
by an excavator to accelerate the excavation works.
The road is now substantially completed along the main new construction section up to a critical
cliff section near Kaache at Km 17, however after this bottleneck it has also progressed well.
Attention has been concentrated in recent months on the bottleneck where significant progress
has been made in the necessary rock cutting, mortared masonry and gabion works.
Two important vehicle test drives were achieved this trimester. On 29th April 2018 RAP3
motorcycles were driven along the alignment to reach up to the end point. This was followed on
15th June 2018 when a motorcade including 8 jeeps was driven up to km 17 at Kaache during a
high profile event attended by numerous DCC and Local Body officials.
Substantial completion of the full alignment is expected soon with formal handover scheduled by
the end of November 2018.
HUMLA:
Sallisalla-Darma District Road (14.4 km). This road section forms the northerly part of the separate
Mugu – Humla Link Road (MHLR) which links this planned road to the SRN under construction, at
Sallisalla.
The SDDR is substantially complete along much of its length with a significant critical section at
Km 1.4-1.9 where extensive rock cutting work is in progress. Substantial completion of the whole
road is planned for September 2018, with finishing works continuing until November / December
2018.
Galphagad – Shreenagar – Kalika (12.16 km). This road started a year late following local disputes
about alignment.
A significant effort has been made to accelerate works progress on GSKDR and several additional
SBGs has been brought it to work on critical sections. Substantial completion is now planned for
December 2018, though it may slip into January 2019 (previously completion was expected in
February / March 2019), with finishing works continuing into February / March 2019.
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Figure 2.1: Work Progress of New Construction Corridors

PROCUREMENT
During this trimester the majority of LRN procurements have been relatively small and conducted
through the PPMO Direct Procurement procedure. These are mainly associated with fine tuning
quantities of construction supplies needed to bring the New Construction works to a satisfactory
close whilst minimising the chances of any significant residual stock. In this regard procurements
have generally been associated with inter-District coordination to check for surplus on one Site
that could be relocated to another in preference to new procurement.
On several new construction roads it is critical rocky sections that form the main bottlenecks and
hence there has been a concentrated effort on keeping RAP3’s now aging fleet of rock drills
operational. This has involved the launching of procurements for rock drill bits, rock drill spare parts
and ‘feather and wedges’.
RAP3’s guiding policy remains linked to planned avoidance of pre-GoN financial year close, when
temporary price hikes are common. For this reason whilst a number of larger procurements of
supplies for EBRW have been initiated, they will not be finalised until suitably later. Similarly directprocurements for traffic warning signs for the substantially completed BAJ new-construction roads
have been prepared for launch.
A summary of all centrally procured contracts is included in Annex 3.
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Figure 2.2: IY5 LRN Workplan

2.2.

SAFEGUARDS

Activities conducted under the safeguard heading which directly benefit RBG, SMG, RMG and
SMG workers during the Trimester period under the component include as per the following:
6
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2.2.1

SOCIAL MOBILISATION

New construction road corridors – Regular updates through group meetings and personal
interaction with RBG and SBG members on construction methods, group work, quantity
measurement, payment modality, work site safety, use of safety equipment and first aid kits were
organised during the reporting period in new construction programme districts. It has helped RBGs
and SBGs to better understand the RAP working modality and motivate people at works with
improved efficiencies. The total number of RBGs formed and engaged in construction works
remained at 162 comprising 3,200 members in all RAP3 new construction road corridors. In
addition, 102 SBGs comprising 1,827 members including 16 drill groups, were mobilised during
the reporting period. Number of working groups has gone down as works of one road corridor in
KAL and two road corridors in BAJ are substantially completed.
Road maintenance districts - Likewise, refresher training and regular interaction with RMG
members on routine and recurrent road maintenance methods, work safety, use of safety
equipment, first aid kits and payment modality have been undertaken in the 10 maintenance
districts. RMG road maintenance of existing road network in 3 new construction districts (KAL,
MUG & BAJ) continued working on the same modality of maintenance districts except for the
worker payment mechanism. In these districts, cost of RMG road maintenance works is being
covered through GoN funds available for the programme. A total of 285 RMGs comprising 1,565
members are working for road maintenance works on 100 days/km year of fixed inputs in road
maintenance districts, representing 150 days of employment per person. This compares well with
the 100 day standard adopted by Indian employment programmes. RMGs wages except for the
first two months of the fiscal year, were paid using GON funds.
Social mobilisation activities were also undertaken for 24 SMGs comprising 441 members are
working in specific maintenance works in 5 core maintenance districts.
2.2.2

SOCIAL SAFEGUARDS

Health, Safety and Welfare – Follow-up of guideline on First Aid Kits is enforced to districts. The
roles and responsibilities of staff and labour groups, procurement procedures and timely
replenishment of medicines was enforced during the period. Use of basic protective wear such as
steel toe gumboots, goggles, hard hats, gloves, dust masks and hi-viz vests to RBGs and RMGs
made mandatory and enforced to use them by each individual member of groups engaged in RAP
construction activities.
Raising community awareness about Health & Safety is a priority for RAP3 that help support
reduce work site accidents. Actions of recommendations of scoping study for safer communities
designed for implementation is presented in subsequent section of this report. Despite safety
enforcement measures, we regret to report one death case of SBG members in MUG during this
trimester.
Road Safety Awareness Raising Campaign in Schools - As a part of road safety measures,
RAP3 organised awareness raising on road safety to students of schools located within road zone
of influence in substantially construction completed road corridors of Kalikot and Bajura during the
reporting period. RAP3 organised orientation training in 7 schools of Kalikot and 11 schools in
Bajura along the road corridors recently where 906 and 1,966 students from Kalikot and Bajura
participated. It was revealed from respondents that they have learned importance of road safety,
care to be taken during road crossing, not to play near the parked vehicle, not to play with parked
vehicles, not to ride out side or roof of the vehicle, not to chase moving vehicles, always walk
opposite direction to the traffic, not to jump from the moving vehicle and never cross the road
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behind or front of the vehicle to avoid accidents in future. Hence, this type of activities is scheduled
for other schools located within area of influence of new construction corridors as well.
Work Accident Insurance - RAP3 has used a self-insurance system for dealing with workers’
accidents on site in new construction districts. RAP provides medical treatment facilities and
compensates loss of life within 3 weeks from the date of accident. The self-insurance policy has
been prepared with reference to the provisions and arrangements of commercial insurance
companies but the mechanism and procedures are swift and labourers’ medical costs and any
compensation due avoid the formalities, and administrative delays associated with commercial
insurance companies. The scheme benchmarks compensation rates with market prices and
amount of compensation of similar projects. As per the provision, the value of compensation to the
bereaved family for loss of life is NPR 500,000 which matches the rates used by the army on its
Karnali River works. Total accidents incurred from the beginning of RAP3 implementation is
presented in the figure below.
Figure 2.3: Number and type of accidents in RAP3
Total number of fatalities at
construction work sites is
relative less than off-site
fatalities. Strict follow up on use
of PPEs and monitoring, the
number of fatalities towards the
end of implementation phase is
found
decreasing.
The
programme
also
covers
treatment costs of accidents.
Daily wage earnings of Building Groups – The average daily wage earning of RBGs over the
years in new construction districts is more than the district daily wages fixed by district authorities.
It shows that the performance of RBGs is good
and they have delivered more than it is
provisioned in the work norms. It is revealed
from records that RBGs worked 543 days in total
with an average daily earning of NRs 559.13 by
RBGs across four new construction districts
during construction. The first year of
construction, which was started in April/May
provided 29 days of work to RBGs in an
average. Districts based information on total
wage paid to RBGs, number of RBGs engaged in construction and earning ranges are presented
in the Annex 2.
RBG Saving and Credit Scheme - Road Building Group (RBG) members engaged in new road
construction works have established and run group saving and credit schemes since the beginning
of their involvement with the programme. The building groups operate saving and credit schemes
on their own. Normally, group members deposit 10% of their wage income in group saving
schemes to support loans to group members at rates of interest set by the group members. Almost
all RBG members have entered into group saving and credit schemes and the total amount of
saving has reached at NRs 71.65 million (GBP 511,836 or GBP 139 per worker). About two-thirds
of total lending is used for productive purposes with the remaining for consumption purposes by
the groups. Use and recovery of loans is ensured through peer monitoring. Hence, default on
investment is rare and no cases of embezzlement of funds has been reported. RAP3 has continued
8
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to support on book-keeping maintained by each group through social mobilisers and will continue
to the end of the construction programme. RBG saving and credit scenario of new construction
districts and use of loans are presented in figures below.
Figure 2.4: Scenario of RBG Saving and Credit

Figure 2.5: Use of loans

As number of working RBGs demobilised in construction completed roads and started decreasing
in construction completed sections of road corridors in the remaining ones and distributed saving
amounts amongst members by disbanded groups, total group saving amount will decrease from
now onwards.
Actions on exit strategies - Support actions on settlement of group saving amount and credit to
disbanded RBGs are being provided to ensure safe exit of group saving and credit schemes.
Options were explored for establishment and operation of agro-based producers groups and
Cooperative at the community level through group consultative exercises in the trimester.
Cooperative education is provided to all RBG members in programme districts. RAP has started
support to ex-RBGs members interested joining new groups on formation of producer groups and
Cooperatives. However, registration process is being slowed down due to delays in authority
handover to local levels under the new federal structural set-up. Actions related to exit strategies
are presented below.
Bajura:


Bikash - USaid funded project implemented by Practical Action together with local NGO in
Tribeni Municipality plus other M/RM of Bajura. They are supporting farmers in promoting
vegetable farming, goat raising, spice production, marketing their products and exposure
visits to commercial farmers. About 258 RBG members from 47 RBGs have started getting
support from Bikash Project.



Suaahara - USaid funded project implemented by Save the Children and Hellen Killer
International in Nepal. Bajura is one of the Suaahara District in Nepal. It is an integrated
programme dedicated to improving the health and nutrition status of women and children of
two years of age. In particular, the project address anaemia, reproductive health and
menstrual hygiene, food diversity and awareness building activities that promote social
attitudes towards delayed marriage and pregnancy, and health service utilization. About 37
members from 3 RBG are getting project support.



RVWRMP - The RVWRMP is a bilateral project implemented with financial aid of
Government of Finland to the Government of Nepal. Main focus of the project is to provide
electricity from renewable energy, drinking water, improve sanitation facilities and distribute
vegetable seed to the rural people in western Nepal. 432 members of 33 RBGs are the
beneficiaries of the project.
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NCCSP – This is UNDP funded the programme and jointly implemented by MoFE and
MOFAGA of GoN and DCC Bajura. NCCSP’s objectives are to promote green development,
implement climate resilient activities following climate adaption measures. Supported
irrigation system to farmers and provides skill development training for IGA (sewing,
vegetable production etc.). About 270 members from 26 RBGs are linked to the project
activities especially in developing irrigation facilities.



PAF – IDA financed PAF is implemented by the Government of Nepal. About 520 members
from 26 RBGs are linking with this programme. PAF has supported saving and credit
promotion and fund support for IG (Goat, buffalo, vegetable, etc.).



DADO/DLSO/CSIDB/Municipality – Then GoN District level line agencies were providing
services and inputs to the farmers up till the end of reporting period. RBGs received services
provided by these agencies. RBG members established linkages on various activities
include - 369 members from 67 RBGs are registered as vegetable and spice producers
group; 219 members from 56 RBGs are registered as goat raising groups; and 65 producer
groups have been registered with DADO, DLSO and Municipality. These registered groups
will be handed over to respective municipalities from next year onwards. In addition,
induction training organised to Executive Members of Cooperatives on Cooperative
Management, Account Keeping is done so as for Producer groups. Tribeni Municipality in
Bajura has distributed vegetable seeds, fruit saplings, breeding buck and facilitates
networking. The Cottage and Small Industry Development Board (CSIDB) and its partner
NGO RUDSEC provided entrepreneurship training on vegetable and sewing cutting,
supported with vegetable/spice seeds, sewing machine, silpaulin to grow vegetables and
irrigation schemes.

Mugu:









Linkages of RBG members with KIRDARC, Chhayanath cooperative, SAPPROS and
Government Line Agencies continued during the period period. Cooperative education
delivered to all RBGs. Six vegetable producer groups are formed and registered in
concerned offices. One new cooperative formed and supported. Ten RBGs joined with
existing two Cooperatives. Training organised to all executive members of new Cooperative
on cooperative management and account keeping.
Chhayanath Rara Municipaluty, Ward No 3 provided NRs 1.50 million to Nigale village
people for river protection and NRs 250,000 for drinking water scheme, NRs 285,000 for
village trail improvement. Forty households in the village including RBGs households
benefitted with the support.
The Chhayanath Rara Municipality ward No 3 also provided NRs 250,000 to install Mill, NRs
100,000 to repair/renovate the drinking water scheme at Phuli. Forty five RBG households
were benefited with this support.
Soru Rural Municipality, Ward No. 8 provided NRs 300,000 to install the Mill for 80 HHs of
Kachche village and benefitting all RBG members of the village.
NGOs implementing awareness raising on health and sanitation and social and small
infrastructure development programmes have started working with RBGs residing in the road
area of influence in Mugu.

Kalikot:


In SSDR, RBGs have started forming producer groups. RAP3 organised account keeping
training for them. Producer groups have submitted their plans to Raskot Municipality and
Pachal Jharana Rural Municipality for support and waited for approval.
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Humla:
 Project exit support activities will commence in the next trimester.
2.2.3

PUBLIC AUDIT

Public audit is a regular event in RAP3, and is organized twice a year at LRUC level and after each
payment at RBG level. The event to be organized by LRUC at project sites includes direct
beneficiaries, local stakeholders, DCC officials and project staff. In the audit work bill payments
details are presented and discussed on issues related to wage payments and other construction
related matters. This is not just an opportunity for a financial scrutiny, but for a general audit of how
programme activities are proceeded under RAP3. RAP3 staff and LRUCs respond on issues and
clarify misunderstanding, if any in the meeting. During the period Bajura, Mugu and Humla
organised 9 public audit events where 2,168 people participated in these events. In maintenance
districts RMG level audits were also held as planned during the reporting period.
2.2.4

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING

Environmental Management Plan (EMP) - Implementation of site specific Environmental
Management Plans (EMPs) for new construction road corridors were continued during this
Trimester. EMPs are implemented and supervised by district supervision field staff. Implementation
of mitigation measures are ensured through regular follow up visits and field verification by
technical and environmental specialists from RAP3 head office.
During this trimester, the team of technical and environmental specialist from TMO visited new
road construction corridors in all new construction districts for environmental monitoring of works
implemented following EMPs and guided field staff and ensured implementation of safeguard
activities. In addition, RAP3’s team of internal auditors performed technical audits on status of
other safeguard measures adopted at the field level. Actions recommended by climate resilience
and road safety audits are complete in SSRD, KAL after handed over of the substantially
construction completed road to Raskot Municipality in Jan 2018.
Environmental mitigation measures also cover reinstatement of public and private utilities and
structures damaged during road construction works. Type of reinstated utility facilities and
structures in new constructed road corridor districts is presented in the following figure.
Figure 2.6: Status of reinstated utility facilities and structures in new road corridors

Bioengineering works – During this Trimester bioengineering works at site level started in June
and will continue for additional 2 months during the next trimester. Locally suitable plants including
grasses and shrubs/small tree species seeds and saplings for bio-plantation are collected for
planting and seeding for bioengineering works. Further, performance of bio-plant species was
assessed wherever sites were inspected and if bio-plants protection required suggestions were
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provided to field team. Bioengineering works carried out up till the end of the reporting period is
presented in the following figure.
Figure 2.7: Bioengineering works in new construction road corridors

Bioengineering works are not complete and the remaining works is planned for next year monsoon
period.
2.2.5

PROGRESS STATUS OF ICF REVIEW RECOMMENDATIONS ON RAP3 CLIMATE
RESILIENCE

The DFID consultants conducted an ICF review on RAP3 climate resilience measures in road
construction and maintenance works of the programme. The team studied the measures adopted
by the programme to address climate risks and other engineering aspects to make RAP roads
more climate resilient. The review report has stated that the RAP3 programme is primarily a ‘green’
rural road programme, which includes public works and provides rural incomes. The programme
has been designed to respond to climate variability, but there is less indication that it has explicitly
considered how climate risks are changing now and will change in future. However, the team
welcomed the ongoing retrospective analysis by the programme implementation team to update
the design standards to incorporate measure to mitigate climate change effects. The review has
concluded that RAP3 is doing a great job in climate resilience aspects. Review recommendations
and actions are presented in the following figure.
Figure 2.8: Progress Status on ICF Review Recommendations
Ref #
A.

Recommendation area

Progress status

In terms of programming good ICF:

1

The planned analysis of future climate change and a review
of the design standards is very positive, and we would
strongly recommend this is taken forward to help justify how
the programme is taking account of the changing climate.

2

Given the high (100%) ICF allocation, it would be useful for
the team to demonstrate they are taking climate risks explicitly
into account. For example, it would be useful for the team to
link the programme more explicitly to weather and
meteorological data
It would be useful to use rainfall data as part of the climate
risk screening of new roads
It would be useful to look at the rainfall observations (and
heavy rainfall) for the regions of the programme and examine
how trends are changing and how the programme might need
to respond

2.1
2.2

12

Completed - Review of rural road design
standards completed.
Underway - Recommendations to be
forwarded to DoLIDAR after finalisation of
its new organogram.
Completed - 100% allocation has been
reviewed and brought down to 25% of RAP3
wage. Weather and meteorological data of
project districts for about 30 years collected
rainfall trend analysed.
Agreed. Could be considered as one
criteria in future phases.
Completed. Rainfall patterns analysed.
Agreed. Could be considered in future
phases.
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Ref #
Recommendation area

Progress status
Underway - Available other DFID resource
will assist to analyse trends and impacts
using retrospective data.
Completed. RAP3 has continued road
open status since Feb 2016.

2.3

It would be useful to track the % of time that the roads open
and link to weather observations across the monsoon season
(thus generating correlations of how rainfall affects damage)
2.4
It would be useful to correlate rainfall and heavy rainfall to Completed - Road maintenance works
damage/repair. Going beyond this, it might be worth inclusively incorporate this.
considering the use of real time observational data for heavy Agreed – To get support from other DFID
rainfall and to build response plans to help reduce damage resources in the context of limited data
availability scenario.
(disaster risk reduction).
3.0
For the social protection programme, it would be useful to Underway – Wage income from road
track the incidence of droughts and floods, and how the construction activities and it will continue till
programme has helped smooth incomes during these periods the end of construction works.
(noting this is highlighted as a principle justification for the ICF
%
B. In terms of the process side:
Made
aware
during
4
While the service providers are undertaking resilience activities, Completed.
they are unaware of the % allocations and the ICF justification. Logframe revision and then ICF %
It would be good to discuss this with them so they are aware of revision.
the importance of ICF reporting and indicators in the programme
Made
aware
during
5
It would be good to include an explicit set of climate resilience Completed.
indicators in the logframe to ensure the ‘principle’ focus of the Logframe revision and then ICF %
programme and 100% ICF on road components is actually revision.
captured in reporting.
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Figure 2.9: IY5 Safeguard and Environmental Management Workplan

2.3.

COMPONENT 2: EMPLOYMENT

This is a new output in the 2017 LogFrame created when the number of employment days was
changed from an Outcome to an Output. With 75% of RAP3 costs going in the form of wages to
RAP3 workers over periods of up to four to five years these wages can be a significant source of
cash to both RBG and RMG workers, especially for women in the local communities living along
the alignments of DRCN who do not have the same opportunities to migrate to find employment in
either the middle and far east or India. Although the annual amount a member of an RMG is paid
for part time work doing routine maintenance is less than a full time migrant worker in India, RMG
workers do not have to leave home and find alternative accommodation or the pay travel costs of
migrant workers. The amount that they are able to save is therefore attractive and roughly
equivalent to the savings that a migrant worker can bring home to Nepal at the end of a year of
working abroad.
MEL has concluded that the income from RAP3 employment days is temporary and therefore local
communities do not consider these cash incomes in the same way as longer term incomes of
migrant workers. Instead they are said to see RAP employment as a means to pay off debt or pay
for the education of their children.
Employment days have a significant impact on VfM in terms of the benefit to cost statistics of the
programme. For RBGs fully 75% of total construction costs are in the form of wage payments to
workers drawn from the local communities with preference given to the poorest household. For
RMGs the same pro-poor selection criteria are used but the percentage of Benefits to costs are
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even higher with over 90% of costs being spent on wages. Since these wages are seen an effective
way of tacking poverty they can be viewed as benefits, with the result that the B/C ratio of RAP3
is surprisingly high at 440%, which few if any construction projects are able to emulate.
In the 2017 LogFrame employment was redefined as an output supporting Outcome Indicator 3
which is defined as the % of RAP targeted households receiving a minimum of 80 days
employment per year, which currently stands at 100%. The output is defined in the 2017 LogFrame
as being increased and reliable pro-poor earning opportunities for RAP targeted households.
2.3.1

EMPLOYMENT OUTPUT INDICATOR 2.1 1

This has two indicators which measure a) the total number of employment days generated by RAP
activities and b) the number of RAP targeted households employed in RBG and RMG activities.
The employment days target for the fourth
year of implementation was set at
4,650,000 days by the end of June 2018.
Actual figures for June 2018 show that this
target was delivered at 110.44% with
5,135,446 days.
The six year direct employment target of
RAP3 stands at 5.070 million days by June
2019. As the June 2019 target is already
met the programme will create additional
employment days during IY5 implementation. The S shaped curve presented right is taken from
the 2017 LogFrame. As of the end of June 2018 actual employment days were ahead of forecasts
and well in line with predicted trends. Employment days generated on RMG road maintenance
works using DFID and GoN funds and programme activity based results is presented in figures
below.

The GoN started funding to cover RMG costs in 10 road maintenance districts from the current
fiscal year. GON has allocated NRs 218.40 million budget in provinces to cover RMG maintenance
costs of 13 RAP3 districts except for Humla in FY 2075-76.
2.3.2

EMPLOYMENT OUTPUT INDICATOR 2.2

This is defined as the number of targeted households employed per annum in a) RBGs, b) SBGs
and c) RMGS. This is a new indicator and as of February the number of RBG households stood at

1

Output 2: Following a Fundamental Review of the SED component in 2015 it was decided to stop the SED programme at the
end of the second year of implementation in January 2016 when overall achievement was slightly ahead of target at 113%.
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3,142 while the number of RMG households was 1,570 at the end. The IY4 June 2018 targets was
fixed at 3,000 and 1,650 for RBGs and RMGs respectively.
Figure 2.10: IY5 Employment Workplan

2.4.

COMPONENT 3: CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT & INSTITUTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

2.4.1

THE FEDERAL RESET

The so called “Federal Reset”, starting with the Municipal elections in May 2017, is likely to have
a significant impact on RAP’s capacity building and policy harmonisation activities in IY5. While
some of these impacts are clear, such as the phased plan to introduce P ENG in the Nepal
Engineering Council (NEC), which will not be affected by the federal reset, MOFAGA and the DDCs
are set to disappear from the GON structure. Whereas, DOLIDAR has been reorganised with a
smaller structure. Further, all DTO office from the districts have been discontinued and a new
arrangement with 35 cluster offices would be coming into being. All cluster offices except for Dang
and Humla are proposed to cover two districts. It is proposed that an infrastructure directorate will
be established at the provincial ministry of infrastructure, which will maintain a direct relation with
DOLIDAR at the central level and manage the cluster offices at the lower level. Thus, it seems that
RAP3 would finally be able to maintain some sort of institutional continuity.
Adaptive Programming
This uncertainty has required an adaptable and flexible approach that is able to respond at the
right time to the needs of the new federal structures as and when they arise. RAP currently has
assets in place that could respond, in particular, TA at central, provincial and DCC levels as well
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as at the municipal level. However, the fourteen districts between them have 135
municipalities/rural municipalities (M/RM) spread over five of the seven provinces. So the issue
arises as to whether RAP should continue to support all 14 districts through its embedded staff in
the DCC offices who are able to assist with capacity building of new municipal staff in the short
term. In the longer term an alternative approach would be to concentrate on the core districts,
provide only RMG support to the pilot districts to 2018 and then move to a provincial modality by
assisting all Rural Municipalities in one province (Province No 6) once a Provincial Office is
established in the provincial headquarter town. Each phase of the strategy is likely to include
elements of the graduate programme, RAP field staff and the Flexible Fund.
Where to Start
Following workshops with representatives of all 135 M/RM in September and December 2017
agreement was reached that RAP3’s main focus should be on the sustainability of RMGs set up
under RAP3 and now funded by MOFAGA for financial year 2018/19. After that arrangements will
need to be put in place for funding from the Roads Board to support routine maintenance by RMGs.
For this RAP should train and handover management of RMGs to M/RM technical focal persons.
Accordingly the RMG Guidelines produced by DOLIDAR’s Technical Committee in 2015/16 have
been translated into Nepali and will be placed on the RAP3 web and hard copies distributed to 135
Municipalities. This training is due to be completed by July 2018 at which point the 5 Pilot offices
will be closed and replaced by a Technical Help Desk based in TMO.
A second area of potential support was identified as the LRN Training modules based on the RAP3
LRN Manual and annual LRN Training Course. However, the new federal reset has significant
implications for the way in which planning will be conducted in the new M/RM and Provinces which
limits the application of the RAP3 model. However, the annual road condition surveys that are
carried out after the monsoon rains are essential for identifying damage that cannot be repaired
by RMGs and which should become the basis of Specific Maintenance interventions by local levels.
Condition surveys would at least allow local levels to assess what damage has affected their road
networks and on that basis make plans for repairing them. However, technical assistance and
capacity building for M/RM staff in specific maintenance will have to wait for a RAP4.
A third area of potential technical assistance identified is based on the fact that DOLIDAR has
DTMP mapping for the entire country funded by RAP2 and 3. It was agreed that road maps based
on the DRCN would be prepared by RAP3 for 135 M/RM and training in the use of basic GIS
delivered to technical staff in the 14 districts. The training courses included instruction in the use
of GPS so that M/RM staff would be able to update the maps delivered by RAP3.
This opens the way to revisit the District Transport Master Plan (DTMP) and the more important
District Road Core Network (DRCN) which are likely to be replaced by Provincial Transport Master
Plan (PTMP) Guidelines and Provincial Road Core Networks (PRCN), as well as Municipal
Transport Master Plans (MTMP) and Municipal Road Core Networks (MRCN). This depends on
reaching agreement over a new road classification and this becoming law but this is not an
immediate priority of government levels. However, the fact remains that the DRCN will be relevant
to both PTMP and MTMP approaches to for the moment road maps for M/RM will continue to use
the current DRCN classification.
The Mugu Humla Link Road will provide the chance to reset the labour based approach of RAP
to working with equipment in areas where remoteness and lack of workers in road side
communities mean that DFID are able to make significant VfM savings in terms of the cost of
works, TA and the duration of the project. Following the EBRW initiative to train excavator
operators leading to CTEVT certification it is proposed to develop handbooks and working norms
for the use of equipment in road construction for LRN.
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Capacity Building & Institutional Development
This is broken down in to tasks as follows for IY4:
Capacity and Institutional Assessments in Rural Municipalities
 These would be modelled on the Continual Improvement Matrices used by RAP to track
the capacity of field institutions. These matrices are linked to Annual Support Plans which
aim to build capacity to carry out LRN activities and responsibilities. At present no by laws
have been prepared. However with the emergence of the new central and provincial
governments, steps towards enacting Acts and laws have just been initiated.
Capacity and Institutional Assessments in Central GON
 This is now somewhat redundant given the fact that DOLIDAR and MOFALD will be
disbanded in July 2018 but there is a need to revisit the NRSAS, DTMP, DRCN, LRN
Inventory, LRN Road Classification legislation, GIS mapping of LRN all of which were
planned under IY3.5 until the federal decision was made in March 2017.
Capacity and Institutional Assessments of Provincial GON
 These can only take place once provincial institutions have been set up and will depend
on central support work under the above activity and an approved Continual Improvement
Matrices. However it is likely that capacity will be weak and it may well be that RAP
provides provincial TA embedded in the Provincial Headquarters.
2.4.2

TRAINING

From January 2018, there are no CPD and ASP budget headings to undertake regular capacity
building activities. So, in the last trimester different training activities were carried out under the
LRN budget and flexible fund. Since RAP3 is phasing out from Pilot districts, training on
management and mobilisation of RMG was provided to the technical focal persons of the rural and
urban municipalities where RMG works have been implemented. A couple of districts with
maintenance activities such as Dailekh, Jumla, Bajura, Kalikot and Mugu are yet to receive such
a training and hence planned to conduct before the end of December 2018.
A major capacity building activity undertaken in the last trimester has been to provide training to
the technical staff of the municipalities of the RAP districts on basic GIS Techniques and GPS
Operation. The main purpose of the training was to enable the local government to update the
maps and data of road infrastructure in particular and development planning in general. A six-day
training was carried out in 6 batches in different places - Biratnagar, Kathmandu, Nepalgunj and
Silgadhi, Doti. Engineers, sub-engineers, assistant sub-engineers, IT officers and RAP Graduate
Engineers participated in the training. The participants expressed that the training would be very
useful for their work and promised to apply in course of their regular work. A total of 894 training
days were generated from this activity.
Such a training was given to RAP3 Graduate Engineers (GE) as well since these GEs are
instrumental to ensure that the municipalities will make use of the skill learn in the training. Further,
the GEs are supposed to provide hands on support to the municipalities whenever demand for
such assistance is made.
Further, RAP3 organised RMG refresher training for the members of the RMG in Dadeldhura,
Achham, Dailekh and Jumla, which generated 145 training days. Similarly a refresher training was
organised for SMG members in Doti, generating 169 training days. In Humla, a 3-day cooperative
management training was conducted to the members of the RBG saving and credit. The purpose
was to impart knowledge on the saving and credit group about the operational and management
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procedures of cooperatives. A total of 483 training days were generated from this activity. From all
the training activities, a total number of training days generated during this trimester is 2,090 days.
Figure 2.11: Training Days Summary
S.N.
A

Training Headings

2

Apr-18

May-18

Jun-18

Trimester
Total

18

64

54

9

145

0

0

462

432

894

18

64

516

441

1,039

Training for Technical Person
RMG Mobilization (Technical Focal
Persons of R/Ms)
GIS Techniques and GPS Operation
(Technical Staff of R/M and GEs of TMO)
Sub-Total

1

Mar-18

B

Training for Non-Technical Person/Others

1

RMG Refresher Training

14
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26

272

399

2

SMG Refresher Training
Cooperative Management to Community
Members
Sub-Total

169

0

0

0

169

483

0

0

0

483

666

87

26

272

1,051

684

151

542

713

2,090

3

Grand Total

Initial Training Needs Analysis
 This will be based on the capacity and institutional assessments made in three activities
above but while some formal training events will be needed to promote a sense of
institutional identity the bulk of the training will be OJT and CPD, supported by RAP3
Graduate Engineers located in DCC offices.
Annual Review and CID Support Plans
 Annual reviews of institutional capacity use assessment forms over a range of subjects
including maintenance, planning, technical management, finance, institutional and
social/political factors which are assessed on scale ranging from Engagement through to
SWAp compliant as shown in the figure below.
Figure 2.12: CID Support Workplan

Annual CID Programme
 The previous activity allows districts to determine where their capacity is weakest and what
their Annual Support Plans should target in terms of continual improvement. This can also
feed into the annual training programme.
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Annual LRN Training Programme
 This concerns the annual LRN Engineering examination which all RAP engineers must
pass to get on to the project and then stay on the project. This has been translated into
Nepali and covers all aspects of the LRN annual cycle of events relating to maintenance
works. This would need to be adopted by DOLIDAR as relevant training for Provincial and
Municipal sub-engineers
Training Delivery
 The LRN Training material is broken down into modules that correspond to different stages
of the annual cycle, including rapid road condition surveys conducted after the monsoon
and followed by project design, contract packaging, procurement and supervision followed
by the field annual review which is linked to the RAP3 Annual Support Plans.
CPD/OJT and Support to the Districts
 Training in these modules are linked to the project cycle with refresher training on
procurement taking place just before field level agencies undertake active procurement for
works. We are also exploring “on line” training opportunities with Young Innovations using
the internet.
2.4.3

POLICY RELATED SUPPORT

GIS Based Local Road Network Statistics
RAP3 has continued its GIS-related support to DOLIDAR and MOFALD. This activity has become
more important as the government has to revise the boundary of the local units and the length of
roads that fall within a particular municipality. Further, the definition of a particular road category
may change.
So far, GIS maps for 115 municipalities have been prepared of which 95 are finalised with putting
all required data tables. Remaining works shall be completed during next trimester.
In the last trimester, RAP3 has completed providing 6-day Basic GIS and GPS Operation training
to technical staff of all 124 municipalities of RAP3 districts to enable them to use GPS and GIS
software to update LRN and other related data in municipality maps (note that 11 municipalities
fail to send their staff to training citing busy office schedule). The training modules included
exploring the GIS concept, displaying data, features layers, labelling features, classifying, querying
data, creating map layouts, geo-processing, joining excel data into GIS, setting of GPS, GPS data
collection, transferring GPS data to computer, interoperability of GPS and GIS amongst others.
Participants were required to collect field level data using GPS and transfer the data so collected
into GIS file. The training evaluation demonstrated that almost three quarter of the participants
would be able to use the skill and knowledge leant from the training. Detail is provided in the
preceding section of this report.
Procurement of GPS Device
RAP3 has procured 140 GPS device, which will be handed over to the municipalities of RAP3
districts as a part of capacity building of the local government. The technical staff of the
municipalities have been trained about the techniques to use the device and its usefulness. The
device will be handed over to the municipalities during next trimester
Institutional Assessment
In the last trimester we collected information about the institutional and physical status of all 135
RAP3 municipalities. In this trimester, all this information was compiled and analysed. In addition,
we collected information about the availability of technical staff by their position from all the
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municipalities. It has been found that more than 96% of the municipalities don’t have their own
office building and the majority of them have inadequate staff. Although the majority of the
municipalities have electricity and internet facilities, these are not very dependable. Regarding the
availability of technical staff, they are available in all the municipalities, but the urban municipalities’
position is better than rural municipalities as the former have greater numbers of qualified technical
staff.
Computation of Ward Population of new Municipalities of Nepal
MOFAGA prepared a document in 2017 which provides information on population, area and other
features of municipalities. However, it does not provide the ward-wise population. So, RAP3 has
been updating this document and computing ward level population from the data available from
Central Bureau of Statistics, NPC. We have computed the ward wise population of 135
municipalities of RAP districts in this trimester and will continue to compute for all the municipalities
of Nepal.
Support to Prepare Draft LRN Standard
MoFAGA has been tasked to revise the current LRN standard to make it compatible to the provision
of the new constitution of Nepal. The constitution has classified LRN roads into local, rural and
agricultural roads. The revised Standards need to bring the current local roads under the
constitutional provision. RAP3 has been providing technical support to this task as well.
Support to Revise Local Infrastructure Development (LID) Policy
Government of Nepal (GoN) realised the need for a revised LID policy in the context of state
restructuring. The new policy should also demarcate the roles and responsibilities of different levels
of government for various local level infrastructure sectors. So, a process of revising LID policy
has been initiated in which RAP3 has been providing technical support.
Review Progress against NRSAS Action Plan
 This will be led by DOLIDAR and provides an ideal framework for re thinking what will be
required for the federal re-set.
Update NRSAS Action Plans
 LRN Road Standards for instance have been reviewed in IY3.5 from the point of view of
climate change and together with work norms and road safety would not need to be
revisited in the NRSAS. LRN Road classification would need to be re-defined and made
legally binding. The Action Plans associated with different sections would provide the
framework for TA by all LRN projects.
Central Annual Review
 While the NRSAS action plans would form the basis deciding the priorities for TA support
to central institutions identified in the above activity GON would need to decide the various
responsibilities of the new federal structure. This is likely to be a drawn out debate with
more frequent reviews than once a year. RAP staff are working directly on the MOFAGA
and DOLIDAR committees that are dealing with these institutional issues.
Central Support Plan
 The key to the delivery of a relevant support plan is flexibility and the ability to be nimble
and open to changing demands. On RAP we are fortunate to have a flexible fund available
and set aside for just such eventualities.
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Support to GON & Donors for LRN Harmonisation
Steps towards a LRN sector wide approach needs to be led by GON and the emerging
requirements of the new federal structure with sister projects funded by GON, the multilateral
banks and bilateral programmes working in concert. This is more common now that 6 years ago
largely because all donors have begun to accept the importance of maintenance and common
approaches that support GON performance. Greater co-ordination by donor agencies will be an
important driver of change in this respect and greater co-funding a potential way of maintaining
GON and donor harmonisation.
Figure 2.13: IY5 Capacity Building & Policy Harmonisation Workplan

2.4.4

EMERGING RESPONSE TO FEDERALISATION

CBPH activities implemented in this trimester have primarily been directed towards developing
strategies to support the on-going state restructuring initiatives in Nepal, in particular the RAP3 14
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districts which consist of 135 municipalities. RAP3’s strategies basically aim at building capacity of
the newly formed local municipalities so that they can sustainably develop the local infrastructure
sector.
RAP3 seized the initiative to familiarise its programme activities to the provincial government in
particular in Karnali province. Karnali province was chosen for the engagement with the provincial
government due to the fact that five core districts and MHLR project fall into this province. In June
2018, the top management of RAP3 together with RAP PC paid a courtesy visit to the office of the
Chief Minister and held a detailed discussion about the project. The RAP Team briefed the Chief
Minister about the progress, current status and the future plan of the programme. The Chief
Minister was quite supportive of RAP programme and asked for further support in the area of
infrastructure development of the province. He further asked RAP3 to support the province to
develop PTMP so that a systematic planning process for road development could be initiated.
During the visit, RAP briefed the technical team in the Ministry of Infrastructure Development about
the road construction and maintenance activities being carried out by RAP and asked them to take
over the maintenance activities as GoN has allocated the maintenance budget under provincial
budget. RAP would keep on making such efforts in other relevant provinces as well. Additional
steps undertaken in this trimester and planned for the coming days are presented in the
succeeding section of the report.
2.4.5

RAP3 DISTRICT ANNUAL REVIEWS 2017

Three members of each of the 135 newly elected municipalities in RAP’s 14 districts were invited
to one day workshops in September. The objectives were 1) to show municipal representatives
how we have been engaging with DCC/DDC to build field level capacity in LRN Asset Management
for new construction and road maintenance and 2) to establish the basis for supporting the newly
elected municipalities in the LRN sector in terms of identifying key issues arising from federalisation
and to identify potential solutions and a role for RAP3 in supporting the new governmental
structures.
2.4.6

THEMATIC AREAS

Included a range of capacities relevant to the management of LRN Assets by GON relating to
Policy, Planning, Implementation, Funding, Organisational and Monitoring and Evaluation but
which are now to be shared among the three tiers of federal, provincial and municipal government.
2.4.7

COMMON ISSUES

Common issues raised by municipality representatives in the workshop are summarised below:
 Policy: Even though some statutory provisions have been put in place, necessary acts,
regulation and directives, statutes rules and directives required for full-fledged functioning of
the local bodies are yet to be drawn up by the central government. The existing local
development policies including those related to LRN need to be revisited and amended in line
with the new acts and regulation enacted under the new federal set up.
 Planning: Political influence (central or local level) in project selection, poor sector wise and
periodic plans, lack of project appraisal systems in project selection and prioritisation at local
levels. Exclusion of voices of disadvantaged groups and backward communities in the planning
process and no meaningful participation of target beneficiaries at local level are the major
pitfalls in the current local development planning.
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 Implementation: Incompetent and inadequate workforce, lack of technology, tools and
equipment, delayed authorisation and release of budgets, inadequate budget allocation,
politicisation of development projects, low level of absorptive capacity in budget spending and
very poor quality management system, slow/unsatisfactory progress and lacking of people’s
participation are seen as major issues in implementation.
 Inadequate funding: Rural Municipalities and Municipalities are not able to generate and
efficiently managed resources from various funding sources. This situation is very likely to
continue for years to come under the new federal set up also. No access to bank or financial
institutions at local level also raised in the workshop.
 Weak Organisational Infrastructure: Newly formed local levels lack basic infrastructural
prerequisites like an office building/facilities and adequate and qualified and competent
workforce. Public entities alone are providing services at local level, lacking motivating
strategy/policy to include private sector in development efforts.
 Ineffective M&E: Lack of result-based monitoring and evaluation with sufficient
documentations is a common issue. There is no mandatory provision of providing feedback to
the implementation team for improvement and rectification in works performed. There does not
exist a systematic approach to tracking progress and quality in development projects. M&E is
carried out as a ritual just for the purpose of formalities.
2.4.8

RAP3 SUPPORT RESPONSES TO CORE ISSUES

In the first workshop held in September 2017 we asked municipalities to identify the top issues
they are facing and subsequently we analysed the results relating to Policy, Planning,
Implementation, Funding, Organisational and Monitoring and Evaluation. At the same time, we
approached DFID, MOFAGA and DOLIDAR to discuss how RAP3 could assist Government of
Nepal (GoN) plans for building the capacity of the new urban/rural municipalities to undertake their
functions.
The second engagement workshop as a follow up of first Engagement workshop was held between
third and fourth week of December 2017. Following the introduction of a Federal Government set
up and local elections in 2017, one of the important start-up activities of RAP3 extension was to
introduce itself among its municipal stakeholders in project districts. Two members from each of
the 135 municipality (mayor/chairperson or deputy and executive officer) and the elected officials
of the DCC invited to this workshop held in December 2017. The second workshop was designed
to find in what ways RAP3 can assist with municipality capacity building, given the fact that i. RAP3
had some 15 months to run and ii. DFID proposes to start scoping for the design of a RAP4 and
complete its strategic case by 2018.
2.4.9

SUPPORT TO CORE ISSUES

Common issues under different thematic areas raised during the first Engagement Workshop are
presented above. During this workshop, we discussed and agreed on the extent of support that
RAP3 could provide to tackle the issues.
Possible RAP3 support by the thematic areas are summarised below:
 Policy: Over the past seven years, RAP has assisted DOLIDAR and MOFAGA to introduce
DTMP, preparation of GIS-based statistics of Local Road Network for the whole country,
review of the Nepal Road Sector Assessment Study of LRN, review of both LRN Standards
and Norms and Specification and LRN training in Project Management amongst others.
RAP3 would like to support a revisit of some of the scope of the NRSAS such road
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classification to support a review of DTMP, and review of Equipment based Standards and
Norms as part of EBRW.
 Planning: In the new set up, RAP3 will work with DOLIDAR and MOFAGA to apply DTMP
approach to prepare new MTMP and reset the existing MTMPs. As a first step, RAP3 is
planning to provide basic GIS and GPS training to the technical staff of the municipalities
to enable them to use GPS and GIS Software to update LRN and other related data in
municipality maps, starting in May 2018.
 Implementation: Regarding implementation, we would like to support the municipalities
through a series of training on the LRN annual project cycle, management of road
maintenance groups and inspection of works among others. For this, RAP3 has prepared
LRN training modules and translated this into Nepali to make it accessible to the municipal
staff through “on line” training modules using the internet. However, until we know more
about the new planning procedures of the federal set up we will confine training to the
Annual Road Condition survey that plots monsoon damage to the LRN network that leads
to an annual maintenance plan.
 Funding: Regarding availability of funds, RAP has been able to get central government
funding for its Road Maintenance Groups through DOLIDAR and MOFAGA. For the next
financial year central funds ear marked for RMGs will flow through the provincial authorities
to the municipalities. In future, RAP3 will coordinate with the Roads Board Nepal to fund
RMG works.
 Institutional: Improving service delivery has been at the core of RAP3’s institutional
capacity building efforts for the DTO and former DDC staff using a mix of Continual
Improvement approaches and demand led Annual Support Plans. In the changed context,
RAP3 plans to establish an engineering help desk at the DCC which will be able to provide
support the municipalities and their staff with technical issues and queries. Our RAP3
engineers are ideally placed to provide such support to the municipalities. Pilot district
offices will close in July 2018 and be replaced by central Help Desk in Kathmandu.
 M&E: Since our field staff have experience of GoN M&E and DFID M&E systems, they can
work with municipality staff to build their M&E capacity.
2.4.10 FEEDBACK FOR THE SCOPING OF RAP4 DESIGN
During discussions with the MoFALD regarding GoN priorities to make the federal set up viable,
MoFAGA Secretary outlined to the RAP team the top 8 priorities, of which 6 were relevant to RAP3.
The 8 priority sectors are education, health and sanitation, rural roads, targeted programmes
(social security, safety network, and poverty alleviation), disaster risk management, institutional
capacity building, planning and IT related support and micro enterprise/private sector.
The feedback received from the municipalities are summarised below:
 Planning: All municipalities stated that there is a need for providing support to prepare priority
based periodic plans. In addition, they expressed that RAP4 should support them to prepare
Municipal/Village Transport Master Plans (MTMP/VTMP).
 Road Sector: It was stressed that efforts should be made to maintain and upgrade the existing
roads. However, new roads should be constructed where there are no road links, to promote
tourism development and links to neighbouring districts.
 Capacity Building: Since most of the municipalities are new and the lack basic capacity
needed for smooth operation, they underlined the need for training in the area of technical
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works, skill development, maintenance of road assets and economic development related
activities.
Logistics and Other Support: They largely lack physical infrastructure and material support
for their own office and in other sectors such as education, health, agriculture, tourism and so
on. So, they needed buildings, office materials, IT support, ambulance facilities and others.
Economic Development: Implementation of income generating activities such as micro
enterprises, modernising agricultural sector, livestock management/dairy development,
tourism development among others, are mentioned.
Targeted Programmes: Social security, poverty alleviation, youth employment programmes,
and vocational training are revealed as prioritised needs.
Disaster Risk Management: Bio-engineering, river training works and road safety awareness
were mentioned.

2.4.11 BUILDING CAPACITY FOR LRN ASSET MANAGEMENT
Continual Improvement Matrix (CIM) scores for Dailekh over the last seven years show DDC
capacity to manage its LRN road assets has reached an “Advanced’ level. However the “federal
reset” means that these skills must now be spread among 10 Municipalities as DCC staff are
reassigned. This dilution of capacity to manage LRN assets at the field level is one of the key
impacts of federalisation on the LRN sector. The Municipal CIM would need to be redrafted to
reflect the responsibilities of the new municipalities for DRCN asset management.
Figure 2.14: CIM Scores
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2.4.12 INTERIM IMPLEMENTATION ROLE OF THE DCC
A 22nd September 2017 GON Directive requires DTO offices to manage LRN assets through the
DCC for the present Financial Year to July 2018 to provide time for new regulations and federal
arrangements to be drafted and activated. Management of Road Maintenance Groups were
supervised and managed by RAP DTAs. Municipal technical staff were involved and worked
together on RMG maintenance works during the year. RAP provided RMG maintenance focal
person training to technical staff of road maintenance districts and capacitated local levels run
RMG maintenance programme on their own in future.
GON dissolved 10 district offices of central department including DTOs and has allocated RMG
road maintenance budget at Provincial level in FY 2075-76. DOLIDAR with RAP initiations
informed all concerned DCCs and provinces on availability of budget run RMG road maintenance
works for the next year. RAP TA will continue though the Technical Help Desk operated from TMO
to assist new agencies with demand led requests for technical assistance such as a road section
design, as a part of DCC Annual Support Plans to municipalities. This approach provides a quick,
do-able, VfM response to DFID.
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2.4.13 PLANNING ROLE OF PROVINCES
Current speculation is that Provincial level Rural Infrastructure Development Ministries will contain
Rural Roads Departments, to be staffed by DOLIDAR engineers. The existing SRN feeder roads
and DRCN roads linking two or more municipalities are likely to be adopted as the Provincial PRCN
for which Provincial Transport Master Plans (PTMP) will be required. Once ward HQs are defined
MTMPs will need to be designed. RAP TA support to Provincial Headquarters a likely new
development (Karnali Province) raising the question of supporting a single Province or working in
two to cover existing RAP3 core DCCs. The provincial level initiatives will have to await the setting
up of Provincial institutions and legislative changes. Likely to require transfers of staff to Provincial
HQs as new roads are completed in 2018.
2.4.14 POLICY ROLE OF THE CENTRE
Still unclear but a good entry point would be to revisit 2013 Nepal Road Sector Assessment Study
(NRSAS) on issues such as road classification and inventory, institutional framework, planning and
prioritisation, financing, legislative and policy framework, whereas LRN Specifications and Work
Norms are likely to remain unaffected. Progress at this level of government will have to await the
setting up of federal institutions and legislative changes. However there is general agreement that
RAP could play a significant role in working with DOLIDAR to revise the Municipal Transport Master
Plans (MTMPs) which are still based on iRAP approach adopted during RAP1 & 2. The new
DTMPs are available for every DCC in the country and can be modified for both MTMP and
Provincial Transport Master Plans (PTMP). The idea would be to train Municipal staff to do this
themselves with TA provided by RAP graduate engineers based in the DCCs.
2.4.15 SECTOR WIDE OPPORTUNITY
The federal reset presents an opportunity for those development partners involved in the LRN
sector to promote greater harmonisation of donor and government activities in the LRN sector.
This can be achieved by GON and its development partners continuing to promote a single,
Government-led, LRN policy and common approaches to LRN development. This should be
matched by improving governance and capacity building at Municipal, Provincial and Federal
levels of government to allow progressively greater reliance to be placed on government
procedures for implementing future RTI investments. Lead opportunity for DFID with other LRN
donors to leverage GON funding.
2.4.16 RISKS
Major risk is that with 12 months of implementation left RAP3 will not have time to build on the
foundations laid for LRN Asset Management under the new federal system and that a RAP4 would
be required to complete the job in province 6 and possibly province 7 to cover the Karnali DCCs.
2.4.17 INFLUENCING AGENDA PAPERS
Influencing papers delivered up till the reporting period include as per the following:
 Hold Engagement Workshops with officials from all 135 M/RM carry out institutional and
capacity assessment and agree areas of support for IY5. Conclusion that main supporting
role of RAP will be linked to software and building capacity among municipalities in terms
of their road asset management capability.
 Translation of RMG guidelines into Nepali
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 Training municipal staff on GON and RMG guidelines to as they are appointed.
 Delivery of GIS training to RAP field staff and municipality staff as they are appointed to
allow municipalities to prepare their own GIS maps for planning purposes.
 Climate Resilience Review of Nepal rural roads Standards (NRRS)
Support we might be able to deliver on RAP3’s remaining budget to include:
 Capacity and institutional Assessment of Province 6 with a view to delivery of relevant RAP
training on GIS to remaining 5 DCC M/RM in Karnali Pradesh
 Work with APPIIC to get Roads Board funding for DRCN RMG ahead of the closing down
of DOLIDAR and MOFALD whose budget is currently funding RAP RMGs in ten districts
but is unlikely to be sustainable.
 Translation of LRN project cycle guidelines.
 Training to Municipal staff on LRN project cycle guideline as they are appointed.
 Preparation of road network GIS mapping for DCCs and individual municipalities, based
on existing DRCN network linking ward centres to municipal HQs.
 Preparation of outline planning standards for provision of social and physical
infrastructure
 FM Radio Programme to continue to April 2019.
 RAP3 Engineering Help Desk facilities in core DCCs to provide demand led TA support
 Assist MOFAGA and DOLIDAR to review and rewrite the existing Municipal Transport
Master Plans based on existing DTMPs and new Road Act.
 Assist MOFAGA and DOLIDAR to review and rewrite the existing Provincial Transport
Master Plans based on existing DTMPs and new Road Act.
 Work with APPIIC to get Roads Board funding for DRCN RMG ahead of the closing down
of DOLIDAR and MOFALD whose budget is currently funding RAP RMGs in ten districts
but is unlikely to be sustainable.
 MHLR Road construction training for Excavator operators and owners in Mugu.
 Excavator’s handbook leading to CTEVT approved certification of operators for road
construction.
 Collaborate with DFID Coherence project in Humla.
2.4.18 TEAM COMPOSITION
RAP has teams in all 14 districts that it operates in but with 12 months left to run these teams were
to wound down in the Pilot districts in July 2018 and in the Core maintenance districts in January
2019. In the new construction districts where the size of teams reflects the move to in-house
construction supervision function rather than the use of supervision consultants, the size of the
teams will be wound down as roads are completed. At the centre IY5 envisaged a slimming down
of the TMO team starting in July 2018. This would mean the present team of some 230 people
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shrinking to around 50 people in the 10 maintenance districts, each team supporting on average
10 municipalities and each team member acting as a focal person to two municipalities.
2.4.19 COSTS
Current estimates by the RAP3 financial team are that a portion of the Flexible Fund would be
available together with savings on LRN operations to provide a budget of around GBP 145,000
which we think would support the approach outlined above for 12 months. A detailed estimate of
costs and available funds is provided in the Commercial section of this Trimester Report.
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2.5.

COMPONENT 4: CONNECT

This Trimester report summarizes progress for the reporting as per the following.
2.5.1

PROGRESS:

CONNECT completed 98% of its IY4 work plan on or before 30th June 2018, against 100% time
elapsed. CONNECT programme has delivered progress against work plan targets as below:






98% of activities under Third Party Investment Leveraged;
99% of activities under Improved Efficiency and Scaled up markets;
100% of activities under Planning, Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning;
100% of activities under AR, Media and Communications; and
100% of activities under Results, Reporting and Data Analytics are completed.

Figure 2.15: RAP3 CONNECT IY4 progress

RAP3 CONNECT IY4 progress
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Third Party Investment Leveraged
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Time elapsed: 100%

To date, CONNECT has spent £688,733 against £564,801 leveraged from third parties to our
MSME pilots and enabling environment interventions. This spend has impacted 19,3882
individuals (3646 households and 1158 individuals).

2

Based on an average household size of 5 persons.
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2.5.2

MICRO, SMALL AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISES (MSMES)

MSME #1 Aastha General Store (AGS)
 End of co-investment agreement communicated and wind down of partnership commenced.
MSME #2 Unilever Nepal Limited (UNL)
 UNL and BNL product and sales training, BNL 5by20 training, financial literacy training and
guidance on business registration delivered to 400 Hamri Didis.
 427 HDs appointed across 6 CONNECT districts, 334 trading with total billing to date ofNPR
6,866,188 (NPR 684,4688 UNL, NPR 21,500 BNL)
 DD of NCELL undertaken by T R Upadhya and MOU to add re-charge cards to Hamri Didi
baskets drafted
MSME #3 Belpata Dairy Cooperative (BDC)
 Refresher training on bookkeeping and office management delivered to Office Manager
MSME #4 Pawan Agriculture Collection Centre (PACC)
 New JTA recruited and joined from 1 May 218
 Refresher training on bookkeeping and office management delivered to existing and newly
appointed JTA.
 In collaboration with High Value Agriculture Project (HVAP) 7 irrigation ponds and 90 poly
houses have been constructed.
 Contract between PACC and Regmi Mandi for purchase of fresh vegetables renewed for
further 5 years.
 End of co-investment agreement communicated and wind down of partnership commenced.
MSME #5 Organic Mountain Flavor Private Limited (OMF)
 179.73 MT of fresh ginger collected in Sahajpur; 330 MT of ginger processed and 69 MT of
dried ginger exported (60.5MT to Europe and 8.5MT to India).
 VCF loan accounts repaid
 VCF agreement between OMF and PBL amended and renewal of VCF commenced.
MSME #7 Shobha Traders and Order Suppliers (STOS)
 Public meeting conducted
 Long-term agreements with 13 DSSs renewed and long-term agreements signed with an
additional 24 DSSs.
 End of co-investment agreement communicated and wind down of partnership commenced
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MSME #9 Hatemalo Veg and Seed Production Coop (HSPC)
 Contract between HSPC and PACC (MSME #4) for purchase of seeds renewed for 5 years,
in sum of NPR 103,500 annually.
 Construction and public audit of 2 irrigation ponds completed.
2.5.3

ENABLING ENVIRONMENT (EE)

EE #2 Women's Leadership Forum
 75 Yuva Vayus across BDC (MSME #3), PACC (MSME #4) and HSPC (MSME #9) supply
chains complete level 3 graduation.
 21 Yuva Vayus in BDC’s supply chain have completed 2-day and 45-day Animal Village
Health Worker training.
EE #4 DCCI Policy Reform
 DCCI Policy reform paper passed by Bajura DCCI Executive Committee.
 Discussions initiated with Dailekh and Doti Municipal Chambers of Commerce
EE #5 Access to Finance and Services
 22 crop insurance policy applications submitted under MSME #9.
 11 livestock insurance policy applications submitted under MSME #3
 24 HDs (MSME #2) and 22 dairy farmers (MSME #3) recommended to PBL for scale-up
loans
EE #6 Internships:
 Surveys completed of 15 businesses that received 3-week consultancy services from
KUSOM MBA students and feedback session conducted with students.
EE #7 Future Entrepreneurs’ Club (FEC):
 Narayan Campus FEC establish college branded copy book business
 Narayan Campus FEC participated in a business skills workshop facilitated by CONNECT.
 Total of 94 students, including FEC members participated in business plan writing workshops
in Nepalgunj and Dhangadhi delivered in partnership with YUNUS, Kings College,
Kathmandu
 3 teams of FEC members have submitted business plans to YUNUS Social Business
Challenge.
SME Portfolio Adviser appointed and joined team from 15 January 2018. CONNECT Coordinator,
Binod Bajgain resigned effective from 3rd June. CONNECT do not intend to recruit a replacement
Coordinator and will instead redeploy existing resources, updating the team structure to reflect the
resignation and IY5 priorities.
2.5.4

CHALLENGES

Remoteness:
 Mobilising the bank and partner teams to deliver the value chain financing solution down the
Sahajpur corridor continues to be far more time consuming and resource heavy than
originally envisioned due to poor road access and dispersed settlements.
2.5.5

RISKS

Accurate and timely information:
 Though CONNECT has invested across its MSME partners to build the capacity of partner
staff on bookkeeping and reporting skills during the first year of partnership, pace of progress
and quality of reporting tends to vary based on team capacity, with consequent gaps in
information sharing.
 To mitigate related risks, CONNECT field teams schedule regular meetings with local
partners and the TMO team conducts spot checks.
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Private sector partners:
 Institutional changes, staff transitions and evolving priorities within private sector partner
organisations (specifically UNL & BNL) lead to losses in institutional memory and slow the
pace of delivery.
 To mitigate this risk, interventions will focus on local solutions, building the business skills of
Hamri Didis and their confidence to hold relationships with local dealers to reduce reliance
on any one private sector organisation.
Exits could have reputational impacts:
 CONNECT is a pilot programme with the central goal of learning, with the aim to stop what
is not working and scale that which works. As CONNECT exits three partnerships at the end
of its first year of operations, partners and downstream beneficiaries may suffer
disappointment.
 To mitigate this risk, CONNECT has developed a soft exit strategy which includes
consolidating progress, communicating directly with all direct and indirect stakeholders and
putting in place plans for commercial relationships to sustain post CONNECT.
Figure 2.16: IY5 CONNECT Workplan
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2.6.

MUGU HUMLA LINK ROAD

2.6.1

MHLR OVERVIEW

The Mugu Humla Link Road (MHLR) will connect Humla district to the rest of Nepal via Mugu
district, in the Karnali area. It is part of the District Road Core Network that will provide road access
to the northern part of Mugu and southern part of Humla, including the existing RAP3 SalisallaDarma road currently under construction. It will be approximately 65km in length, constructed to
engineered fair weather earthen road standards.
Achievements in last trimester:

 An Equipment Based Road Works (EBRW) pilot continued during the reporting period,
which is scheduled to complete in August 2018. Skill level test of the excavator owners
and operators completed and selection of excavator operator trainees for basic training is
ongoing. 7.2km road track opened during the practical training exercises. The RAP3 MHLR
team will be responsible for delivering this Pilot while waiting for approval from GON and
a DFID contract to proceed with MHLR works.
 DFID and GON agreed through the revision of MOU to secure funds for the proposed
MHLR road project using DFID funds to GON by channelling funds earlier committed for
KEP to meet the budget shortfall for its implementation.
 Detailed Engineering Survey and Detailed Design and estimates completed. Request for forest
clearing approval from GON is forwarded through Department of Forest.
Plan for next trimester:
 The MHLR team will mobilise to Gamgadhi to implement the EBRW Pilot under RAP3. By
the end of the next trimester the Pilot should have:
o analysed and reviewed excavator works norms and unit rates applicable for
construction in hilly areas,
o drafted and tested training materials for the full CTEVT Curriculum for excavator
operators, and
o agreed a schedule for developing a number of handbooks to support local level
management of the road network.
 Excavator operator training on refined CTEVT curriculum with provision of NSTB skill test.
 Office Building Construction at Bama and office set up in Gamgadhi.
 Track opening work will be continued to Bama, 16km from Gamgadhi.
 Contract between DFID and IMC will be signed to implement MHLR.

2.7.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT AND VERIFICATION

RAP3 performance management and verification processes and practices are regularly updated
based on continual improvement actions on issues raised by and feedback from internal audits,
lessons learnt from implementation experiences and review recommendations. Hence, RAP3 PMV
system has remained dynamic, which is envisaged to improve the system and ultimately meet the
programme outcomes and outputs demonstrating good value for money in the given timeframe.
The RAP3 PMV system includes the following.
2.7.1

QUALITY MANAGEMENT

Technical Procedures – As a part RAP3 technical procedures, including 1) Proposal
recommendations for revision of NRRS accommodating climate resilience aspects, 2) Road safety
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brochure and 3) Translation and printing of RMG guideline in Nepali completed during the reporting
period.
Field Verification – Reports on field verification works performed by District Technical Teams and
by visiting technical specialist teams reached 96 during the reporting period. These verifications
covered works carried out under LRN and Safeguards management components of the
programme. Field verification reports form the basis for continual improvement planning within the
programme to improve work quality by identifying substandard works and activities at the field
level.
Internal Audit – During the reporting period, 7 technical audits concentrating on RBG work
measurement and payment, construction work schedule of critical sections, site store
management, RMG maintenance fund flow through local levels, work measurement and payment
and documentation practise of tools and material in stock. The audits focussed on procedural
guidelines of RAP3 to identify issues requiring mitigation through the programme’s Continuous
Improvement Action Plan (CIAP).
Continual Improvement – The approach defined in BP039 Continual Improvement incorporated
in the new Internal Audit Guidelines is being applied in TMO’s monthly Management Reviews.
Actions on all 240 issues raised by internal audits since the beginning of RAP3 are taken by the
management as part of continual improvement. Improvement actions on issues raised by internal
audits are presented in the Annex 6.
2.7.2

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

The Financial Management (FM) part of RAPID is fully operational in all districts and in Kathmandu.
Component wise expenditure details are compiled using FM module. Three modules, including 1)
Work Sheet, 2) Cash Book and 3) Contract Management are operational.
Reconciliation between actual cost and invoiced value - The reconciliation between actual cost
spend and invoiced value was done at the end of June 2018 for actual cost and invoiced value and
the difference, i.e. cost spend but yet to be invoiced to DFID is nil. RAP3 component level invoiced
and spend figures are presented in the figure below.
Figure 2.17: Invoice Versus Spend
2.1_Component-wise reconciliation between DFID invoice value and actual expenditure to 30 June 2018
INVOICE value from Inception to 30 June 2018
Cummulative Invoice for
Component
RAP3
LRN inclusive of EBRW
27,130,732.6
SED/ Connect
6,261,410.6
Capcity Building
1,811,942.5
PMV/ Safeguard
988,053.8
Inception+ initiatives
666,271.6
TA
5,816,532.8
Total
42,674,943.93
Note 1:/ There is no Cushion

Actual Spend

Difference

Inception to 30 June 2018

Invoice vs Spend

27,130,732.6
6,261,410.6
1,811,942.5
988,053.8
666,271.6
5,816,532.8
42,674,943.93

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Projection and Invoice Figures - The total invoice amount projected for the last Trimester was
GBP 3,218,911, whereas the amount actually invoiced to DFID is 3,541,044. As a result GBP
322,092 was invoiced more than projected. The projection for the next Trimester is GBP 1,359,264.
DLI targets and progress - Overall targets and progress remained equal with DLI unit rates
adjustments at the end of the trimester. To adhere good financial management practices, DFIDN
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& IMC have agreed reconciliation of unit rates on the fourth month of every Trimester together with
financial “open book”.
External audit - The RAP3 External Financial Audit was conducted by TR Upadhya & Co. into
two phases for the period of 1st February 2016 to 30th June 2017. The next external audit is planned
after Dasain/ Tihar festival.
2.7.3

MONITORING AND EVALUATION

The M&E system reporting formats are regularly updated to track programme logical framework
indicators and milestones and to make it more output focused, simpler to read and more
informative. Some refinements were made incorporating recommendations of extension phase
logical framework milestone targets, value for money indicators, safeguards management and LRN
maintenance components of the programme during the reporting period.
2.7.4

COMMUNICATION AND REPORTING

Bikas ko Bato, A FM Local radio station programme – The current phase of Bikas ko Bato
(BKB) which started in August 2017 will be ended in July 2018. BKB aims at raising awareness on
development issues through media. The media component includes radio magazine under the
name of Bikas ko Bato, which covers development news, field reports, interviews, discussion and
debate with relevant stakeholders. The main target groups include RAP direct beneficiaries,
government stakeholders at local level, other project implementers, community based groups and
community people, among others. The main activities of BKB in this trimester are summarised
below:
Critical Listening Feedback Session was conducted in May 2017 with an aim to gather instant
feedback from participants to identify areas of strength and weaknesses of the programme from
the participants. Participants (AFN staff) were asked to listen 25 episodes of radio programme and
provide feedback to monitoring and Evaluation Unit on strength, weakness and suitability of BKB
programme broadcast.
17 episodes of BKB has been produced and broadcast by AFN from March 2018 to June 2018.
The episodes covered areas like local entrepreneurship and local job creation, stories of
migrant workers and their efforts to start own business, use of ICT and its benefits to women
and girls, local government and its planning process for road sector development and
performance of elected femal representatives at the local level.
Public Hearing: Antenna M&E team conducted public hearing from in June 2018 on
development planning process of local government and local participation. This activitiy was
launched in Dadeldhura, Mugu, Dailekh, Kalikot, Bajura, Doti, Jumla, Achham and Humla
districts. In the public hearing, issues like need for improvement of road condition, lack of
coordination between local government and non-government organisations affection
development activities were discussed.
Progress review meeting betweenRAP3 and Antenna was conducted in this trimester. Topics
covered in the meeting, among others, were progress status, more focus to be given to
governance issue, more stories/cases of involved stakeholders and priorities to be accorded
to record/report impact of programme while preparing the report.
Monthly and Trimester progress reporting – The programme continued reporting to DFID and
GoN on its activities and progresses on monthly and Trimester basis. Monthly progress report are
prepared in terms of targets proposed in the annual implementation plan, whereas Trimesterly
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progress reports are prepared against programme logical framework milestones targets for
reporting purposes. All reports are also available in the RAP3 webpage.
Annual Progress Report – The IY4 results were compiled and produced and the report submitted
to DFID. Output indicator results show that the progress is on track and have met milestone
targets. The cumulative Physical Progress is 9.04 percentage points ahead of Elapsed Time after
a busy working season but this gap is likely to close when the monsoon rains bring work to a
standstill over the next three months and the completion of four roads in the remainder of 2018.
Figure 2.18: IY5 Performance Management and Verification (PMV) Workplan

3. PROGRAMME REVIEW AND STUDY
3.1.

PROGRAMME ANNUAL REVIEW

The programme AR conducted Sept 2017 came up with a total of 11 key recommendations and
26 output level recommendations for actions. The proposed implementation time line for each
recommendation with current progress status and responsibility amongst RAP3 partners (IMC,
ITAD and OPM) is presented in the following figure.
Of the 11 key AR recommendations 2017, 7 recommendations are related to IMC management
remaining others either fall under responsibilities of OPM managed KEP or ITAD managed MEL
components of RAP3. IMC related action on recommendation is ongoing.
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Figure 3.1: Progress Status on key AR Summary Recommendations for the next year
Ref
#

Recommendation

Time line

Responsibility

Progress status

1

Develop and implement an effective transition
plan to support the new local bodies and
deliver local roads.

Dec 2017

RAP 3 TA, (with
DFID &
DoLIDAR)

Plan completed in Nov-17
Implementation ongoing

2

Define a sustainability strategy for supporting
the GoN take up the funding and management
of RAP initiatives after 2019.

Jan 18

DFID

4

Examine options for ensuring commitment to
Government funding for the Mugu Humla Link
Road

Nov 2017

5

Develop plans to scale up Connect support
with other market programmes.

Dec 2017

6

Ensure that RAP programmes actively improve
coherence with other DFID and GoN
programming in the RAP 3 project areas.
RAP 3 TA to review the gender composition of
higher level/management positions in RAP3
(including the intern programme) and
recommend ways to increase female
participation at all levels.
Define the information needs for evaluation of
the programme and mechanisms to ensure
lessons are taken up by future programmes.

Nov 2017- Mar
2018

DFID (with
RAP3 TA, MEL
and DoLIDAR
and MoF)
DFID (with
RAP3 TA,
DoLIDAR, and
MoF)
RAP 3 Connect
TA and other
Market
programmes
DFID,
Coherence
team
RAP 3 TA, with
DFID and Skills
programme

Jan 2018

DFID with MEL
team

DFID

RAP 3 should work with the DFID Skills
programme to assess whether RAP 4 could
provide on the job, certified, training for
construction work and access to better work
overseas.
RAP 3 will work with DFID's Market
programmes to assess overall market potential
in the Mid and Far West to inform options for
RAP4.
Define, and start scoping for design of RAP4.

Dec 2017

RAP 3 TA, with
DFID and Skills
programme

Ongoing – EBRW (MHLR)
operators’ training

Dec. 2017

RAP 3 TA &
DFID Market
Programme

Ongoing

Design
process Dec
2017, strategic
case Apr 2018

DFID

DFID

7

8

9

10

11

Dec 2017

Completed Jan-18

Ongoing

Ongoing

Completed

Of the 26 detailed output level recommendations, 9 recommendations are related to IMC
management and remaining others either related to OPM managed TS-KEP or ITAD managed
MEL component of the programme. Progress status of action on recommendations on IMC
managed activities is presented as per the following.
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Figure 3.2: Progress Status on Detailed Output level Recommendations for RAP3 2017-2018
Ref
#
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Time line

RAP3 TA to prioritize full handover of maintenance
works and supervision in five ‘pilot districts’, so as to
focus RAP3 roads and capacity building works in nine
core districts.
RAP3 TA to review and disseminate learnings of
SMG and TMC pilots, in order to prepare GoN for
scale up and guidelines.

Detail plan by Dec
2017 & handover
Jul 2018

RAP3 TA

Ongoing – Target
July -18

SMG - Jan 2018,
for TMC initial
dissemination Jun 2018
Nov 2017
onwards

RAP3 TA

Ongoing – Target
July -18

RAP3 TA

Recommendations
completed

Nov 2017
onwards

RAP3 TA

Completed – 3
roads.
4 roads remaining

4 months before
opening of new
roads

RAP3 TA

RAP3 TA to encourage the Local Bodies through
which the new road passes and DCCs to prioritize
maintenance (all types) of local roads through their
annual budgets and strategic/multiyear plans
mobilizing available and potential GoN budgets.
RAP3 TA to carry out analysis of the employment
data and information to share lessons, with support
from MEL and handover of data to GoN in
maintenance districts.
RAP3 TA to develop and implement a work plan in
agreement with DFID and GoN for effective transition
and necessary changes in policy, strategy, and
guidelines to empower newly elected local bodies to
deliver LRN responsibilities.

Nov 2017
onwards

RAP3 TA

Dec 2017

RAP3 TA

Completed –
Handover of SSDR in
Kalikot.
Next handovers in
Oct two roads in BAJ
Ongoing- Local level
focal persons training
completed and
dialogue with
provinces started.
LF targets tracked

Detailed plan by
Nov 2017, and
implementation
Dec 2017-Mar
2018

RAP3 TA,
MoFALD and
DoLIDAR

Connect team to identify how to share and apply
lessons learnt – enabling the programme to “scale”.
This could include codifying success (e.g. what could
be taken up as “policy”) and working with existing
DFID and other donor programmes.

Learning plan by
Nov 2017

RAP3 TA, and
DFID

RAP3 TA to complete analysis of relevant data for
climate resilience and implement recommendations
from disaster Resilience ICAI review. This should
include revision of the Rural Roads Standards to
ensure dedicated safeguards for disaster and climate
resilience.
RAP3 TA to continue the practice of Safety and
Resilience Audits for new construction roads using
innovative technologies (e.g. long traffic video) as
much as possible
RAP3 TA to ensure effective and formal handover of
new roads to DCCs and Local Bodies with clear
financing and other roles well before completion to
ensure effective RMG maintenance.

3.2.

Responsibility

Progress status

Recommendation

Completed- a
transition plan
developed and
shared with DFID,
DoLIDAR, MOFADA
and 135 R/Ms.
Completed Learning plan in Jan
2018

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF RAP ROADS

A study on the benefits of rural roads in Nepal with specific reference to RAP roads was conducted
recently. The study has addressed how rural roads are benefiting rural people. Many of the rural
roads in West and East Nepal have been constructed with the financial support provided by the
Government of UK and executed under the Rural Access Programme (RAP) that began in 2000.
A sample of road corridors in West and East Nepal were selected for the study. Benefit and cost
analysis of a selected road was carried out using primary data collected from household surveys
and other secondary sources. The study has highlighted how the road investment is "changing”
the rural landscape, breaking centuries of isolation and contributing to poverty alleviation (long run
goal). A benefit cost analysis using a RAP road in Dailekh the Chupra-Meheltoli road was used an
example.
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The study has concluded that when benefit flows are assumed to be generated by 3% or more
cultivated area for three separate cash crops, the results show BC ratios under both construction
technology options is greater than one with positive NPV value.
Most of the RAP roads are now operating for 3-5 years after construction. So the full scale of
impacts/benefits are yet to develop. But already the signs are encouraging. Tangible benefits have
been triggered by the large reduction in transport cost and consumers have benefited significantly.
At the same time farmers are receiving higher prices for their farm produce and is the primary
incentive to farmers to produce beyond subsistence and also for the market. First a rural road
network is a necessary condition for poverty alleviation. In addition the study has recommended
the need for Road maintenance with complementary investments to meet local needs, boost local
economy get return on initial investments from local resources and maintain overall sustainability.
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ANNEX 1 – DISTRICT MAPS AND ROAD CORRIDOR MONITORING SHEETS
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Status of RMG Road Maintenance
Jun-18

SN

District
Code

DRCN under
RMG road
maintenance
(km)

RMG Members

No. of
RMGs
Male

Female

Total

A. RAP3 Core Districts
A.1: New Construction Districts
1

64-KAL

38

6

11

15

26

2

65-MUG

44

6

22

13

35

3

67-BAJ

57

8

24

15

39

4

66-HUM

No DRCN exists
20

57

43

100

Sub-total of A.1

139

A.2: RMG Maintenance Districts
5

60-DAI

209

21

72

67

139

6

63-JUM

90

12

38

36

74

7

69-ACH

326

37

142

115

257

8

70-DOT

202

20

63

72

135

9

73-DAD

192

24

82

55

137

Sub-total of A.2

1019

114

397

345

742

Sub-total of A

1,158

134

454

388

842

B. RAP3 Pilot Districts
10

04-JHA

252

30

98

72

170

11

05-MOR

271

36

103

76

179

12

09-SAN

86

9

38

21

59

13

23-SIN

228

34

74

71

145

14

44-PAR

258

44

109

66

175

Sub-total of B

1,095

153

422

306

728

Total (A+B)

2,253

287

876

694

1,570
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ANNEX 2 – DISTRICT DAILY WAGE RATES AND RBG EARNINGS
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ANNEX 3 – CENTRAL CONTRACTS PROCURED
Date: As of 24th July 2018
Ref

Service Provider/Supplier

Procurement in 2013
RAP3/2013/001

East Consult (P) Ltd.

RAP3/2013/002

Integrated Development & Research Services (P) Ltd

RAP3/2013/003

Gaurav Integrated Development Associates Nepal
(P)Ltd
ERMC (P) Ltd.

RAP3/2013/004

RAP3/2013/005
RAP3/2013/006

RAP3/2013/007

RAP3/2013/008

RAP3/2013/009

RAP3/2013/010

Silt Consult (P) Ltd and CARD Consult (P) LTD
ITECO Nepal (P) Ltd. and North Star Engineering
Consult (P) Ltd. JV
East Consult (P) Ltd. and Unique Engineering
Consultancy (P) Ltd. JV

Nepal Consult (P) Ltd. and CEMAT Consultants (P)
Ltd.

Sustainable Infrastructure Development Foundation
(SIDeF)

RAP3/2013/011

Gaurav Integrated Development Associates Nepal (P)
Ltd.
MULTI Disciplinary Consultants (P) Ltd.

RAP3/2013/012

TAEC Consult (P) Ltd.

Name of Contract

District

REVISED
Total Value
excl. VAT
(NRs.)

Paid to date
(NRs.)

Stage 1 Survey, Design and IEE of GamgadhiDhaina-Dulachaur District Road
Stage 1 Survey, Design and IEE of SallisallaDarma District Road
Stage 1 Survey, Design and IEE of GalfagadKalika District Road
Stage 1 Survey, Design and IEE of MaureKailashmandu and Maure-Toli-Chhatra District
Roads
Stage 1 Survey, Design and IEE of SanighatPhukot-Syuna-Shipkhana District Road
Consultancy Services for Stage 2 Survey,
Design and Construction Supervision of
Gamgadhi-Dhaina-Dulachaur District Road

Mugu

1,343,081.21

1,343,081.21

Humla

1,300,000.00

1,298,080.00

Humla

1,240,000.00

Consultancy Services for Stage 2 Survey,
Design and Construction Supervision of
Sallisalla-Darma and Galfagad-Kalika District
Roads
Consultancy Services for Stage 2 Survey,
Design and Construction Supervision of MaureKailashmandu and Maure-Toli-Chhatra District
Roads
Consultancy Services for Stage 2 Survey,
Design and Construction Supervision of
Sanighat-Phukot-Syuna-Shipkhana District Road

Humla

Consultancy Services for Local Road Asset
Management Support in Jumla district
Consultancy Services for Local Road Asset
Management Support in Achham district
Consultancy Services for Local Road Asset
Management Support in Morang district

Jumla
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Remarks /
Key issues
or actions
required
Contract
Terminated
Completed
Completed

1,240,000.00
Bajura
1,370,813.80

2,005,672.11

2,001,082.11

32,983,416.24

29,788,625.98

Contract
closed

35,310,064.15

30,103,917.78

Contract
closed

31,453,968.75

9,849,108.96

45,219,422.00

39,905,056.80

36,031,540.63

30,611,424.89

28,622,125.00
25,344,921.00

22,108,006.12
10,900,100.87

Kalikot

Completed

Mugu

Bajura

Kalikot

Achham
Morang

Contract
Terminated

1,370,813.80

Contract
Terminated

Contract
closed
Contract
closed
Contract
closed
Contract
Terminated
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RAP3/2013/013
RAP3/2013/014

CEMECA Consultant Pvt. Ltd. and BEAM Consultant
Pvt. Ltd. JV
ITECO Nepal (P) Ltd. and ERMC (P) Ltd. JV

RAP3/2013/015

North Star Engineering Consult (P) Ltd. JV

RAP3/2013/016
RAP3/2013/017

East Consult (P) Ltd. Unique Engineering Consultancy
(P) Ltd. JV
Soil Test (P) Ltd.

RAP3/2013/018

Eastern Engineering Consultant

RAP3/2013/019

Group of Engineers' Consortium (P) Ltd. and SITARA
Consult (P) Ltd. JV
East Consult (P) Ltd. Unique Engineering Consultancy
(P) Ltd. JV

RAP3/2013/020

Consultancy Services for Local Road Asset
Management Support in Doti district
Consultancy Services for Local Road Asset
Management Support in Dailekh district
Consultancy Services for Local Road Asset
Management Support in Dadeldhura district
Consultancy Services for Local Road Asset
Management Support in Jhapa district
Consultancy Services for Local Road Asset
Management Support in Parbat district
Consultancy Services for Local Road Asset
Management Support in Sindhupalchowk district
Consultancy Services for Local Road Asset
Management Support in Sankhuwasabha district
Consultancy Services for Survey, Design and
IEE for Road Improvement Works in Jhapa,
Morang and Sankhuwasabha districts

Doti

34,289,611.60

29,289,654.48

Completed

Dailekh

34,090,707.34

27,097,447.71

Completed

Dadeldhura

33,991,453.68

28,607,506.46

Completed

Jhapa

22,543,500.00

12,545,981.70

Parbat

25,135,000.00

13,565,303.00

Sindhupalchok

20,689,000.00

9,281,211.72

Sankhuwas'a

25,135,000.00

12,230,929.54

Jhapa, Morang
and Sankhuwas'a

3,077,387.50

3,077,387.50

Contract
Terminated
Contract
Terminated
Contract
Terminated
Contract
Terminated.
Completed

Completed

RAP3/2013/021

SIDeF and Total Management Services (P) Ltd. JV

Consultancy Services for Survey, Design and
IEE for Road Improvement Works in Parbat,
Sinddhupalchowk, Dailekh and Jumla districts

Parbat,
Sinddhupalchok,
Dailekh and
Jumla

4,856,262.50

4,856,262.00

RAP3/2013/022

Soil Test (P) Ltd.

Consultancy Services for Survey, Design and
IEE for Road Improvement Works in
Dadeldhura, Doti and Achham districts

Dadeldhura, Doti
and Achham

4,024,631.25

3,760,908.00

RAP3/2013/023

Tayal Brothers

Nepalgunj

5,084,300.00

5,077,090.41

Completed.

RAP3/2013/024

Shubham Traders

9,437,122.25

Completed.

Shubham Traders

Bajura and
Humla
Mugu and
Kalikot

9,755,907.68

RAP3/2013/025

Supply of Construction Tools and Safety
Equipment to Nepalgunj
Supply of Construction Tools and Safety
Equipment to Bajura and Humla districts
Supply of Construction Tools and Safety
Equipment to Mugu and Kalikot districts

5,151,111.25

5,125,740.51

Completed.

Procurement in 2014
RAP3/2014/001

Jay Sai Ram Traders & Suppliers

Supply of Gum Boots

8,149,100.00

8,067,609.00

Completed.

RAP3/2014/002

Geo. Tech International Pvt Ltd

Supply of Survey Gears ( Auto Levels/ Total
Stations)

1,749,000.00

1,749,000.00

Completed.

RAP3/2014/003

Cancelled

Cancelled

New
Construction
Districts
New
Construction
Districts
Cancelled

Cancelled

Cancelled
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RAP3/2014/004

Kamala Rolling Mills Pvt. Ltd

Kalikot

13,664,376.00

13,552,639.19

Completed

Bajura

37,320,807.68

37,232,636.04

Completed

Cancelled

Supply of Machine Fabricated Gabion Boxes for
Kalikot District
Supply of Machine Fabricated Gabion Boxes for
Bajura District
Cancelled

RAP3/2014/005

Super Wire and Steel Ind Pvt. Ltd

RAP3/2014/006

Cancelled

Cancelled

Cancelled

RAP3/2014/007

SIKA Water Proof Pvt Ltd

Retrofitting

362,170.99

346,062.44

Completed

RAP3/2014/008

Super Wire and Steel Industries Pvt. Ltd.

26,669,614.00

26,521,741.95

Completed

RAP3/2014/009

Hulas Wire industries Ltd

Humla

30,575,163.00

30,214,014.86

Completed

RAP3/2014/010

Jay Sai Ram Traders & Suppliers

Supply of Machine Fabricated Gabion Boxes for
Mugu District
Supply of Machine Fabricated Gabion Boxes for
Humla District
Supply of geotextile to RAP3 districts

TMO,
Kathmandu
Mugu

3,464,775.00

3,393,900.02

Completed

RAP3/2014/011

Jay Sai Ram Traders & Suppliers

Supply of Construction Tools to RAP3 districts

3,811,237.00

3,776,744.18

Completed

RAP3/2014/012

Jay Sai Ram Traders & Suppliers

Supply of Wheel Barrows to RAP3 districts

5,404,000.00

5,299,200.00

Completed

RAP3/2014/013

Gitanjali-Joshi JV

Desigade- Mahabu District Road Dailekha

RAP3/2014/014_01

Sustainable Infrastructure Development foundation
(SIDeF)

Preparation of DTMPs for DoLIDAR in
2014/2015 Dhanusha, mahottari, Sarlahi and
udaypur districts.

RAP3/2014/014_02

North Star Engineering consultant (P)

RAP3/2014/014_03

Cancelled

New
Construction
Districts
New
Construction
Districts
New
Construction
Districts
Dailekh

22,619,231.25

21,314,664.66

Completed

2,348,144.00

2,279,783.66

Completed

Preparation of DTMPs for DoLIDAR in
2014/2015 Bara, Parsa, Rauthat and Gorkha
districts.

Dhanusha,
Mahottari,
Sarlahi and
udayapur
Bara, Parsa,
Rauthat and
Gorkha

2,499,160.00

2,472,387.75

Completed

Everest Engineering Consultant

Preparation of DTMPs for DoLIDAR in
2014/2015 Nuwakot, Rasuwa and Tanahun
districts.

Nuwakot,
Rasuwa and
Tanahun

1,339,290.00

1,295,606.83

Completed

RAP3/2014/014_04

Engineering Consulancy for Constructive Development
efforts in Nepal (P) Ltd

1,776,765.00

Completed

Rural Infrastructure Developers Consultants (P) Ltd

Rupandehi,
Gulmi and
Baglung
Arghakhanchi,
Pyuthan and
Salyan

1,776,764.00

RAP3/2014/014_05

Preparation of DTMPs for DoLIDAR in
2014/2015 Rupandehi, Gulmi and Baglung
districts.
Preparation of DTMPs for DoLIDAR in
2014/2015 Argakhanchi, Pyuthan and Salyan
districts.

2,038,440.00

2,038,439.98

Completed

RAP3/2014/014_06

Project Research and Engineering Associates

Preparation of DTMPs for DoLIDAR in
2014/2015 Banke, Dang and Kanchanpur
districts.

Banke, Dang and
Kanchanpur

1,755,750.00

1,685,519.99

Completed
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Procurement in 2015
RAP3/2015/001

Advanced Research & Training Institutre (ARTist)

RAP3/2015/002_1

Thapa Nirman Sewa

RAP3/2015/002_2

KB & Syangbo Construction

RAP3/2015/002_3

MS Kharendra Suppliers

RAP3/2015/002_4

Sita Devi Nirman Sewa

RAP3/2015/002_5

MS KB & Shyangbo Construction

RAP3/2015/002_6

MS Sobarna Nirman Sewa

RAP3/2015/002_7

Services to Conduct Training on Procurement
and Contract Managemnt for DDC and DTO
Staff
Emergency Improvement of Access Road to
Provide Rescue and Relief Packages for
Earthquake Victims at Sindhupalchowk Districts

Kathmandu

1,374,119.55

1,374,119.55

Completed

Sindhupalchok

647,506.90

647,350.39

Completed

Emergency Improvement of Access Road to
Provide Rescue and Relief Packages for
Earthquake Victims at Sindhupalchowk Districts
(Cluster #3)
Emergency Improvement of Access Road to
Provide Rescue and Relief Packages for
Earthquake Victims at Sindhupalchowk Districts
(Cluster #3)
Emergency Improvement of Access Road to
Provide Rescue and Relief Packages for
Earthquake Victims at Sindhupalchowk Districts
(Cluster #3)
Emergency Improvement of Access Road to
Provide Rescue and Relief Packages for
Earthquake Victims at Sindhupalchowk Districts
(Cluster #3)
Emergency Improvement of Access Road to
Provide Rescue and Relief Packages for
Earthquake Victims at Sindhupalchowk Districts

Sindhupalchok

406,800.00

395,952.00

Completed

Sindhupalchok

22,600.00

22,000.00

Completed

Sindhupalchok

57,291.00

57,291.00

Completed

Sindhupalchok

379,680.00

379,680.00

Completed

Sindhupalchok

56,500.00

Pakhreli Thapa Construction

Emergency Improvement of Access Road to
Provide Rescue and Relief Packages for
Earthquake Victims at Sindhupalchowk Districts

Sindhupalchok

35,256.00

24,238.50

Completed

RAP3/2015/002_8

Kharendra Suppliers

Emergency Improvement of Access Road to
Provide Rescue and Relief Packages for
Earthquake Victims at Sindhupalchowk Districts

Sindhupalchok

36,725.00

28,250.00

Completed

RAP3/2015/002_9

Sita Devi Nirman Sewa

Sindhupalchok

308,490.00

308,490.00

Completed

RAP3/2015/002_10

Anugraha Nirman Sewa

Emergency Improvement of Access Road to
Provide Rescue and Relief Packages for
Earthquake Victims at Sindhupalchowk Districts
(Cluster #2)
Emergency Improvement of Access Road to
Provide Rescue and Relief Packages for
Earthquake Victims at Sindhupalchowk Districts

Sindhupalchok

57,291.00

57,291.00

Completed
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RAP3/2015/002_A

Daklang Listy Bhairabkund District Road Maintenance
User Committee

Emergency Improvement of Access Road to
Provide Rescue and Relief Packages for
Earthquake Victims at Sindhupalchowk Districts

Sindhupalchok

115,640.00

115,640.00

Completed

RAP3/2015/002_B

Barhabise budhepa bagar ghorthali district road
maintenance user committee.

Emergency Improvement of Access Road to
Provide Rescue and Relief Packages for
Earthquake Victims at Sindhupalchowk Districts

Sindhupalchok

111,136.00

111,136.00

Completed

RAP3/2015/003

Sworup Interior

Supply of Rock breacking Feather and Wedge

262,500.00

261,975.00

Completed

RAP3/2015/004

Nepal Construction & Engineering Corporation Pvt Ltd.

Supply of Sare parts of Rock Drills Pionjar 120

Kathmandu

1,569,054.63

1,569,054.63

Completed

RAP3/2015/005

Hulas Wire Indistries Ltd

Bajura

22,850,689.54

21,607,276.20

Completed

RAP3/2015/006

Hulas Wire Indistries Ltd

Kalikot

30,925,566.79

29,493,863.41

Completed

RAP3/2015/007

Super Wire and Steel Industgries Pvt Ltd

Mugu

10,899,077.68

10,867,972.04

Completed

RAP3/2015/008

Hulas Wire Indistries Ltd

Humla

18,669,368.00

16,843,731.59

Completed

RAP3/2015/009

Cancelled

Supply of Heavey Coated Machine Fabricated
Gabion Boxes for Bajura District
Supply of Heavey Coated Machine Fabricated
Gabion Boxes for Kalikot District
Supply of Heavey Coated Machine Fabricated
Gabion Boxes and GI wires for Mugu District
Supply of Heavey Coated Machine Fabricated
Gabion Boxes for Humla District
Cancelled

Cancelled

Cancelled

Cancelled

RAP3/2015/010

MS Traders and Suppliers

Supply of Geotextiles to Kalikot districts

Kalikot

259,600.00

259,600.00

Completed

Cancelled

Cancelled

Cancelled

Cancelled

Cancelled

Supply of Geo textile to Bajura and Kalikot
districts
Supply of Geo textile to Humla and Mugu
districts
Supply of Geo textile to Bajura districts

Kalikot & Bajura

2,814,186.95

2,814,186.95

Completed

Humla and
Mugu
Bajura

2,104,555.38

2,104,555.37

Completed

253,700.00

253,700.00

Completed

Humla

Cancelled

Cancelled

Cancelled

Mugu

95,332.50

95,332.50

Completed

Humla

256,522.42

256,552.42

Completed

RAP districts

5,423,020.00

5,232,295.86

Completed

2,444,400.00

2,436,260.40

Completed

819,790.00

819,790.00

RAP3/2015/011
RAP3/2015/012

Chandra Kiran trading Concern

RAP3/2015/013

Jay Sai Ram Traders & Suppliers

RAP3/2015/014

Jay Sai Ram Traders & Suppliers

RAP3/2015/015

Cancelled

RAP3/2015/016

Kumakhi Mai Dhuwani Sewa, Nepallgunj

RAP3/2015/017

Seti Karnali Dhuwani Sewa, Nepalgunj

RAP3/2015/018

Jay Sai Ram Traders & Suppliers

Transportation of Stock from Nepalgunj to
Humla-Sealed Quotation
Transportation of Stock from Nepalgunj to
Mugu-Direct Procurement
Transportation of Stock from Nepalgunj to
Humla-Direct
Supply of Construction Tools to RAP districts

RAP3/2015/019

Jay Sai Ram Traders & Suppliers

Suply of Safety Gumboots to RAP3 districts

RAP districts

RAP3/2015/020

Bishdharee Suppliers

Supply of Wheel Barrow and Spare parts for
Bajura Districts

Bajura

Procurement in 2016
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RAP3/2016/001

NBA Construction /Suppliers Mugu

Piplang ,Humla

264,191.48

267,887.40

Completed

Shreenagar
,Humla
Humla

215,520.00

220,896.00

Completed

Supply of HDPE pipe to Humla district

Transportation of Stock from Nepalgunj to
Piplang ,Humla
Transportation of Stock from Nepalgunj to
Shreenagar Humla
Supply of HDPE Pipe to Humla District

RAP3/2016/002

NBA Construction /Suppliers Mugu

RAP3/2016/003
RAP3/2016/004

Global Impex International Pvt. Ltd

Supply of geotextile to Kalikot and Bajura

314,244.00

314,244.00

Completed

RAP3/2016/005

New Taj Traders, Bajura

115,486.40

115,485.84

Completed

RAP3/2016/006

Kamala International, Nepalgunj

Bajura

263,561.20

141,240.00

Completed

RAP3/2016/007

Kamala International, Nepalgunj

Mugu

114,855.00

114,855.00

Completed

RAP3/2016/008

Kamala International, Nepalgunj

121,930.00

Completed

Kamala International, Nepalgunj

Humla and
Mugu
Kalikot

121,930.00

RAP3/2016/009

Supply and delivery of HDPE Pipe to Bajura
District
Supply and delivery of First Aid Materils ( for
Bajura district) to Nepalgunj
Supply and delivery of First Aid Materils ( for
Mugu district) to Nepalgunj
Supply and delivery of bag and register to
Humla and Mugu
Supply of First Aid Kit for Kalikot district

Kalikot and
Bajura
Bajura

265,050.00

265,143.00

Completed

RAP3/2016/010

Subham traders, Nepalgunj

Supply of HDPE Pipe to Kalikot District

Kalikot

248,035.00

248,035.00

Completed

RAP3/2016/011

Rabindra Traders and Suppliers , Shreenagar, Mugu.

Supply of HDPE Pipe to Mugu District

Mugu

47,400.00

47,400.00

Completed

RAP3/2016/012

Sworup Interior

RAP3 district

265,050.00

265,050.00

Completed

RAP3/2016/014

J.B Traders and Suppliers

1,901,273.75

1,899,992.75

Completed

RAP3/2016/015

Global Impex International Pvt. Ltd

Supply and Delivery of rock breaking fether and
wedge to RAP3 districts
Supply of Geotextile to Mugu and Humla
Districts
Supply of Geotextile to Kalikot and Bajura
District

2,499,834.19

2,499,834.19

Completed

RAP3/2016/016

Super Wire-Pioneer Trade J/V

31,014,199.67

Completed

Gabionet Environment Solution Pvt. Ltd

Mugu and
Humla
Bajua and
Kalikot

31,023,429.55

RAP3/2016/017

10,094,724.02

10,094,724.02

Completed

RAP3/2016/018

New Laxmi Industries and suppliers Pvt. Ltd.

Supply of Heavy Coated GI wires for Mugu and
Humla Districts
Supply of Heavy coated Machine Fabricated
Gabion Boxes for and GI Wires for Bajura and
Kalikot District
Supply of Safety Gum Boots to RAP-3 New
consruction districts

5,651,788.00

5,651,058.02

Completed

RAP3/2016/019

Global Impex International Pvt. Ltd

7,427,683.03

7,229,575.85

Completed

RAP3/2016/020

Chandra Kiran trading Concern

221,100.00

221,100.00

Completed

Supply and Delivery of Construction Tools to
RAP 3 Districts
Supply of Geotextile to Bajura District for
Maure-Kailashmandu Road
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RAP3/2016/021

Chandra Kiran trading Concern

RAP3/2016/023

Global Impex International Pvt. Ltd

RAP3/2016/024

Global Impex International Pvt. Ltd

RAP3/2016/025

Premier Wires Pvt.Ltd.

RAP3/2016/026

Sworup Interior

RAP3/2016/029

Deutibajyai Dhuwabi Sewa, Surkhet

Supply of Geotextile to Bajura District for
Maure-Kailashmandu Road
Supply of First Aid Kit for Kalikot district

Bajura

221,100.00

221,100.00

Completed

Supply and Delivery of Construction Tools to
RAP 3 to Districts
Supply and Delivery of Heavy Coated Machine
Fabricated Gabion Boxes and GI Wires for
SMGs
Supply of Rock Breaking Feathers and Wedge to
RAP3 districts
Transportation of First Aid Materials and
Construction tools to Kalikot, Mugu and Humla
Districts

RAP 3 Districts

1,987,671.33

1,987,694.40

Completed

RAP 3 Districts

1,675,793.01

1,675,793.01

Completed

RAP 3 Districts

5,947,405.01

5,947,405.01

Completed

RAP 3 Districts

371,770.00

371,770.00

Completed

Kalikot, Mugu
and Humla
Districts

257,073.58

249,543.58

Completed

Supply of Cement to Bajura

Bajura

144,953.98

144,953.98

Completed

Kalikot

89,787.50

89,787.50

Completed

Humla

346,020.00

340,935.00

Completed

1,606,877.50

1,606,877.50

Completed

Procurement in 2017
RAP3/2017/001
RAP3/2017/001_KAL

K.N Hardware and Traders , Barhaise-7, Betalmandu,
Bajura
New Nitesh Traders

RAP3/2017/002

Ghe Pani Electronics pasal Simkot, Humla

Supply of HDPE to Kalikot ( direct
procurement)
Supply and Installation of Solar Panel to Humla

RAP3/2017/003

Nepal Construction & Engineering Corporation Pvt. Ltd

Supply of Drilling machine spare parts

RAP3 district

RAP3/2017/004

Janta Traders Shreenagar Mugu

Supply of Cement to Mugu

Mugu

RAP3/2017/005

Subham traders, Nepalgunj

Supply of Chisels to NPJ ( direct procurement)

Nepalgunj

RAP3/2017/MUG/006

K.B. Suppliers Gamgadhi, Mugu

Supply and Delivery of Solar power sets

RAP3/2017/MUG/007

Janta Traders Shreenagar Mugu

RAP3/2017/MUG/008

Extreme Engineering Solution Pvt. Ltd

RAP3/2017/MUG/009

Krishna Kr, Rowa-1 , Muguishi Tatha Ban Nursery

RAP3/2017/007

Super Wire & Steel Industries Pvt.Ltd.

RAP3/2017/008

18,000.00

18,000.00

Completed

442,400.00

442,400.00

Completed

Mugu

62,997.00

62,997.00

Completed

Supply and Delivery of OPC cement

Mugu

377,000.00

377,000.00

Completed

Provide SW road and SW WSP software
training.
Supply of Tree saplings

Mugu

92,400.00

92,400.00

Completed

Mugu

100,000.00

100,000.00

Completed

RAP Districts

6,907,730.00

5,867,595.00

Completed

Gorkha Hydro and Engineering Pvt.Ltd

Supply of Heavy coated Machine Fabricated
Gabion Boxes for and GI Wires for RAP District
Supplying Surveyors and Technical Personnel to
Conduct Detailed Survey of MHLR-(ChankheliDeuli Section)

Mugu

1,879,200.00

1,851,000.00

Completed

RAP3/2017/009

Ganesh Bijuli Bhandar, Martadi, Bajura

Wiring of DTO builidng, Bajura

Bajura

69,285.00

27,850.00

Completed

RAP3/2017/010

K.N Hardware and Traders , Barhaise-7, Betalmandu,
Bajura

Procurement of reiforcement, Bajura

Bajura

5,938.85

5,938.85

Completed
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RAP3/2017/011
RAP3/2017/012

Global International P. Ltd

RAP3/2017/013

J R Construction, Dipayal Doti

RAP3/2017/014

Excel Trading Company Pvt. Ltd.

Repair and maintenance of Micro Hydro in
Jumla
Supply of Geotextiles, Safety Gloves & HDPE
Pipe for RAP Districts
Construction of pre-fabricated meeting hall on
DDC building, Doti
Supply of Spare Parts of DARDA Rock Splitter

Jumla

1,450,000.00

RAP Districts

1,652,346.84

1,642,549.84

Completed

Doti

1,414,824.41

1,178,233.56

Completed

RAP 3 Districts

344,291.80

389,049.73

Completed

RAP3/2017/015

Sworup Interior

Supply of Rock Breaking Feathers and Wedge

RAP 3 Districts

490,759.00

490,759.00

Completed

RAP3/2017/016

Tayal Brother

Supply of Ear Defender with Helmet

RAP 3 Districts

64,990.80

64,990.80

Completed

RAP 3/2017/017

Chadani Construction Company Pvt Ltd, Dadeldhura

Dadeldhura

9,960,432.24

9,916,437.69

Completed

RAP3/2017/018

G.T. Construction

Dailekh

1,007,646.07

4,039,111.61

Completed

RAP3/2017/019

Survey House Enterprises

Procurement of Term maintenance ContractDAD
Procurement of Term maintenance ContractDAIL
Procurement of Survey Gears to MHLR

150,000.00

150,000.00

Completed

RAP3/2017/020

New Laxmi Industries & Suppliers Pvt.Ltd.

RAP 3 Districts

6,933,166.00

6,623,376.13

Completed

RAP3/2017/021

M/S Pioneeer Trade Concern

RAP 3 Districts

16,292,366.45

16,018,465.54

Completed

RAP3/2017/022

Chandra Kiran trading Concern

RAP 3 Districts

1,324,486.40

1,301,238.58

Completed

RAP3/2017/023

Jay Sairam Traders and Suppliers Pvt.Ltd.

RAP 3 Districts

1,782,836.38

1,782,770.45

Completed

RAP3/2017/024

New Laxmi Industries and Suppliers Pvt.Ltd.

RAP 3 Districts

894,204.00

893,779.00

Completed

RAP3/2017/025

Gabionet Environment Solution Pvt.Ltd.

RAP 3 Districts

4,671,658.97

4,671,658.98

Completed

RAP3/2017/027

Gabionet Environment Solution Pvt.Ltd.

RAP 3 Districts

4,787,059.63

4,787,059.62

Completed

RAP3/2017/030

Global Impex International Pvt. Ltd

Dadeldhura

121,785.00

121,785.00

Completed

RAP3/2017/032

Chandra Kiran trading Concern

Supply of Construction Tools and Safety gears
to RAP3 New Construction Districts
Supply of Heavy Coated Machine Fabricated
Gabion Boxes and GI Wires for RAP3
Construction Districts
Supply of Geotextile to RAP3 New Construction
Districts and Nepalgunj
Supply of Safety Gum Boot to RAP3 New
Construction Districts and Nepalgunj
Supply of Construction Tools and safety gears
to RAP3 SMGs Districts
Supply of Heavy Coated Machine Fabricated
Gabion Boxes and GI Wires for SMGs Districts
Supply of Heavy Coated Machine Fabricated
Gabion Boxes and GI Wires to Jite, Kalikot
District
Supply of Construction Tools and safety gears to
Dadeldhura District
Supply of Geo-textile to Nepalgunj.

Nepalgunj

83,200.00

83,200.00

Completed

Supply and Delivery of Retro-reflective traffic
signs to Sikhana-Sannighat Road, Kalikot

Kalikot

398,376.00

477,135.72

Completed

MHLR Survey

Year 2018 Onwards
RAP3/2018/001

Workshop of Engineering Suppliers
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RAP3/MUG/2018/001

K.B. Suppliers Gamgadhi, Mugu

Mugu

220,000.00

220,000.00

Completed

Kalikot

260,352.00

260,352.00

Completed

Asian Traders, Nepalgunj

Delivery of Cement bags from Gamgadhi to site
store Kachche.
Supply and Delivery of Retro-reflective traffic
signs to Sikhana-Sannighat Road, Kalikot
Supply of Paints and Enamel to NPJ

RAP3/2018/002

Saurav Arts and Media Services

RAP3/2018/003

Kalikot

44,325.00

43,660.13

Completed

RAP3/2018/004

Karnali Construction and Engineering

Transportation from Manma to Jarkot

Kalikot

413,750.00

374,030.00

Completed

RAP3/2018/005

Karnali Construction and Engineering

Transportation from Hulma to Jarkot

Kalikot

684,000.00

687,040.00

Completed

RAP3/2018/006

Krishna International, Nepalgunj

RAP3 district

389,774.60

383,691.58

Completed

RAP3/2018/007

Workshop of Engineering Suppliers

Kalikot

505,675.00

505,675.00

Completed

RAP3/2018/008

Tayal Brothers

RAP3 district

86,388.50

86,388.50

Completed

RAP3/2018/012

Bageshwori Auto Traders, NPJ

Humla

27,200.00

27,200.00

Completed

RAP3/2018/013

B.S International

Nepalgunj

375,510.30

374,845.68

Completed

RAP3/2018/014

Global Impex International Pvt Ltd

Nepalgunj

442,169.00

442,169.00

Completed

RAP3/2018/016

Tayal Brother

Nepalgunj

229,536.90

229,536.90

Completed

RAP3/2018/017

Global Impex International Pvt Ltd

Nepalgunj

364,899.60

364,899.60

Completed

RAP3/2018/021

Crystel Enterprises, Kathmandu

Kathmandu

115,938.00

115,938.00

Completed

RAP3/2018/027

The Rising Traders

Kathmandu

4,050,000.00

On going

RAP3/2018/030

Pioneer Trade Concern

RAP3 district

437,900.00

On going

RAP3/2018/031

Nepal Construction and Engineering Corporation P Ltd

Supply and Delivery of First Aid Kit Materials
to Nepalgunj
Supply and Delivery of MS posts for road sings
to Kalikot
Supply and Delivery of Safety Helmet and High
Visibility Vest
Supply and Delivery of 2T Oil and Grease for
Drill Machine to NPJ
Supply and Delivery of safety Helmet to
Nepalgunj
Supply and Delivery of Safety Gloves-Premium
Brand and cotton Mask to Nepalgunj
Supply and Delivery of Safety Whistle with
Lanyard to Nepalgunj
Supply of Geotextile to Nepalgunj for Bajura
and Mugu
Supply and Delivery of DARDA Grease to
RAP3 Office Jawalakhel
Supply of GPS Model Oregon 750 at RAP3
Office
Supply and Delivery of GI Wires to RAP3
Districts
Supply of Rock Drill Bits 32mm

Kathmandu

237,243.50

RAP3/2018/032

Sworup Interior

Supply of Rock Break Feathers and Wedge

Kathmandu

256,792.50

On going

RAP3/2018/033

B.S. Trade International

Supply of Ear Defenders with Safety Helmet

Kathmandu

83,117.15

On going

RAP3/2018/035

Nepal Construction and Engineering Corporation P Ltd

Supply of Spare of Rock Drill PIONJAR 120

Kathmandu

658,635.00

On going
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ANNEX 4 – INNOVATIONS
Initiatives not in original TOR
1

Annual LRN Engineering Competency Test

2

CPD Programme for RAP and GON engineers

3

Road Maintenance Groups (RMG) introduced

4

ARAMP piloting

5

Twenty DTMPs to be prepared for SNRTP

6

DTMP Review

7

DOLIDAR GIS database updating to track DTMP

8

LRN Road Safety assessments linked to
maintenance

9

Capacity Building Continual Improvement Matrix

10 Private sector training in project management
11 CDP development for Engineering profession
12 Introduce Intern and Graduate Programme

13 Development of linkages with ASCAP
14 Development of RAP Integrated Database
15 District web pages introduced
16 Review of market linkage approach to IG
17 Risk based audit programme
18 Collaboration with MEL on lesson learning
19 Communications / anti-corruption strategy linked
to weekly radio programme in core districts
20 Performance management and verification
strategy
21 Collaboration with KEPTA
22 NEC collaboration on Professional Engineer
23 Value for money (VfM) indicators
24 SED replaced after redesign of component and
now called RAP3-Connect,
25 Support to RAP3 engineers to get ICE chartered
status
26 Pilot RMGs funded by GON

27 Safetyknot scoping study
28 Business Case for a national laboratory
29 Climate Resilience

30 Engagement Workshops with 135 municipalities
in RAP districts

Remarks
All RAP engineers must pass this test each year to stay in RAP
LRN Training ahead of main steps in project annual cycle
Prepared guideline on RMG road maintenance for LRN projects
and enacted by DoLIDAR
Now linked to annual district planning budget cycle in Oct/Nov
and March
Nineteen DTMPs prepared and the last one (Sarlahi) waited for
approval
Updating DTMPs based on first round experience (75 districts)
DTMP plans and implementation tracking nation wide
Linked to annual road condition survey in pilot districts
Measures GON capacity to deliver RTI SWAp objectives
Procurement and financial management training delivered via
SCAEF/NCAN training centre
NEC/NEA/ICE joint CPD development initiative
Engineering technicians from CTEVT and fresh engineering
graduates engaged to provide hands-on experience in
programme activities
Initiatives for applied research on benefits in LRN sector
Real time reporting on LF results and financial management
Full disclosure of DTMP, ARAMP, procurement, works progress
CPD and news from each of the RAP districts
DFID review of SED market based approach to IG
Audits focussed on risk assessment and key issues arising
Briefing notes on how to deal with supply chain, child labour
issues, working with the local press/TV media
Weekly half hour FM programme about development issues
including free phone whistle blower facility.
Outline of programme management approach and various tools
use to maintain transparency, governance, dissemination and
reporting.
Possible use of KEPTA work cards to prevent child labour in
RMG and RBG in RAP, Village Transport Master Plan
Linked to earthquake recovery by engineering profession and
private sector initiatives and IEA
Introduce VfM monitoring indicators in RAP3 implementation
activities
Private sector partnership approach introduced with third party
investment leverage on agricultural commercialisation
Train up a group of assessors to feed in to the NEC initiative
and explore alternatives while NEC route is developed.
RMGs made a GON budget line with RAP3 providing TA to
DTOs in Pilot Districts to 2019 followed by handover to DTO
staff
Scoping study on raising community awareness about health
and safety and prevention of injuries.
To feed into RECAP initiative to improve quality control in the
LRN sector
Climate resilience audit of new construction road corridors.
Review and update rural road norms and standards to
accommodate climate change effects
Representatives of newly elected municipalities attend Annual
Review Workshops
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Initiatives not in original TOR
31 RAP prepares plans on emerging support to
federalisation
32 Term Maintenance contracts for maintenance
piloted
33 Use of Special Maintenance Groups to promote
community contracting

Remarks
Presented second round of workshops to representatives of 135
municipalities
Use of Schedule of Rates for term maintenance contracts to
double duration of effective working season
SMG piloted to undertake spot maintenance improvements as
an alternative to commercial contracting

34 Rural Roads Benefit Study
35 Mountaineering Safety Ropes on remaining
difficult sections plus training on use of new
harnesses, knots and anchoring techniques

This followed the death of an RBG worker from a cliff fall in
Mugu and will be applied to all new roads

MHLR is piloting the use of equipment for earthworks to cut
36 Training of excavator operators ahead of the start
costs and speed up construction
of the MHLR
Designed to strengthen on the ground management of new
37 Single engineering team set up to manage new
construction in the remotest districts in the programme
construction in Mugu and Humla on four roads in
these districts
Road Safety training for school children ahead of the completion
38 Schools Safeguards training initiative in new
of six out of seven new RAP3 roads.
construction DCCs
Governance and Technical Support in two M/RM and
39 Collaboration with DFID Coherence Project
production of Guide Books in Nepali for 1) M/RM Technical
Staff in RMG 2)Project Cycle 3)
Needed ahead of PTMP design
40 GIS Training for 5 DCC in Karnali Pradesh
Alternative to private sector contracting
41 SMG Assessment
Alternative to Procurement delays that shorten working season
42 Term Maintenance Assessment
To obtain DOLIDAR Technical Committee approval and
43 MTMP Support to DOLIDAR
MOFAGA approval
To obtain DOLIDAR Technical Committee approval and
44 PTMP Support to DOLIDAR
MOFAGA approval
Influencing Paper
45 CONNECT multi-year contracts to drive
sustainability
Influencing Paper
46 GIS and GPS Manuals
Part of MTMP and PTMP initiative
47 Possible Support to Provincial Transport Unit
LRN norms assessed in the light of MHLR operator training in
48 MHLR Handbooks on LRN equipment based
Mugu
construction of rural roads
Collaboration with National Skills Test Board
49 Link between MHLR excavator operator training
and Skills Certification
Some 25 reviewers available to vet new applications
50 P ENG second batch intake

Key Issues:
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ANNEX 5 – MUNICIPAL RESPONSIBILITIES
Schedule-8 of Constitution of Nepal: (Relating to clause (4) of Article 57, clause (2) of Article 214,
clause (2) of Article 221 and clause (1) of Article 226)
List of Local Level Power and Functions
1. Town police
2. Cooperative institutions
3. Operation of F.M. radios
4. Local taxes (wealth tax, house rent tax, land and building, registration fee, motor vehicle
tax), service charge, fee, tourism fee, advertisement tax, business tax, land tax (land
revenue), penalty, entertainment tax, land revenue collection
5. Management of the Local services
6. Collection of local statistics and records
7. Local level development plans and projects
8. Basic and secondary education
9. Basic health and sanitation
10. Local market management, environment protection and bio-diversity
11. Local roads, rural roads, agro-roads, irrigation
12. Management of Village Assembly, Municipal Assembly, District Assembly, local courts,
mediation and arbitration (251)
13. Local records management
14. Distribution of house and land ownership certificates
15. Agriculture and animal husbandry, agro-products management, animal health,
cooperatives
16. Management of senior citizens, persons with disabilities and the incapacitated
17. Collection of statistics of the unemployed
18. Management, operation and control of agricultural extension
19. Water supply, small hydropower projects, alternative energy
20. Disaster management
21. Protection of watersheds, wildlife, mines and minerals
22. Protection and development of languages, cultures and fine arts
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Nepal Provinces

MEL Review of Rural Roads Maintenance Planning in Nepal
Conclusions and recommendations
We provide below a number of headline recommendations which we believe, are important for the
smooth transition to LRN maintenance planning in the new federal governance structure. We are
mindful that if accepted, each recommendation requires separate detailed analysis and planning.
 ARMP planning. The DCCs, as a replacement to DDCs, could serve as a forum for ARMP
planning as a transitional measure. However, the executive role of the DTOs remains unclear3.
The review assumes that ARMP planning through elected local bodies might be different and
challenging for two reasons. First the elected local bodies will lack knowledge and
understanding of the how the DRCN was prioritised as this has occurred under the old
governance structure. Secondly, the priority of the elected representatives for the LRN sector
may differ from established DRCN priorities. ARMP planning is therefore likely to benefit
initially from facilitation support from senior technical personnel from the donor funded projects.


LRN maintenance policies and guidelines. The GoN and donor funded projects need to
develop a shared understanding on maintenance typologies, and the Maintenance Directive
(2008) should be amended to reflect this. It is also recommended that all existing LRN
maintenance related policies and guidelines be consolidated under the Maintenance Directive.
This would enable a more accessible and user friendly guiding document for the local bodies

3

On 22 September 2019, GoN has delegated DTOs the authority to make financial decisions for the rural infrastructure
sector, including rural roads for this fiscal year.
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to refer and adhere to. We recommend that this activity be jointly undertaken by DoLIDAR and
LRN donors through a Technical Committee4.


Transport Master Plans. The preparation of the DTMPs and subsequent DRCN was a lengthy
and resource intensive process. At this point of time, the review team envisages the need for
a Provincial Transport Master Plan (PTMP) and Local Transport Master Plan (LTMP) to identify
and prioritise core networks for each level respectively. As with the DTMPs, this is likely to be
resource intensive and to require technical support. A pool of donors’ funds could be created
to facilitate to pay for the the transport master plans revision.



Role of RBN. The role of the RBN in LRN maintenance planning needs to be reconsidered.
The situation could be improved by building mechanisms to coordinate LRN maintenance
funding between the RBN and the provincial and the local governments. This may help address
coordination issues that currently exist whereby the RBN implements LRN maintenance
activities in parallel to donor and DoLIDAR systems for LRN maintenance planning. DFID
Nepal’s ongoing institutional development support to RBN could be leveraged to assess the
feasibility for improving coordination between RBN and different tiers of governments.



Future role of DoLIDAR. The role of DoLIDAR in the central ministerial/departmental
restructuring in the near future is currently unclear. The donor community could inform the
restructuring process by lobbying the GoN that a central focal agency be appointed to ensure
smooth management and oversight of LRN activities and policies/guidelines etc. – essentially
taking on the mandate that DoLIDAR currently has in the LRN sector.



The review team envisages the need for a concentrated effort from the central government
and development partners to ensure the effective implementation of LRN maintenance
planning within the newly formed local bodies. We suggest that the following capacity building
activities should be considered to help facilitate this:
o

Orientation to LRN maintenance approaches and management processes for newly
elected office-bearers.

o

Recruitment and capacity building of technical human resources. At the time of
writing this report, the review team had learnt that one engineer will be transferred from the
central government pool to each local body. Given the significant resource demand for
LRN activities, the review team believes that donor funded projects could further support
the local bodies through cost effective measures such as the ‘Graduate Engineers
Programme’ implemented by RAP. These graduates could be placed within the local
bodies’ structure with regular backstopping from donor funded projects and a pool of
experts at the central level.

o

Provision of equipment and logistics support to local bodies. Experience from RAP3
has demonstrated that regular monitoring and feedback to RMGs can improve their
efficiency and effectiveness. Hence, consideration should be made for capacity building
support to local bodies to include necessary equipment and logistics (for e.g. motorbikes)
for personnel involved in supervising maintenance activities.

Backstopping support to local bodies could emerge as ‘maintenance champions’. A flexible
mechanism could be useful to incentivise local bodies to pilot innovative LRN maintenance
approaches. Through this, effective approaches could be supported and championed. Donors
could take a lead in this by creating ‘LRN maintenance innovation fund’ and associated technical
backstopping. The review team expects resourceful and progressive local bodies such as
Dhulikhel, Pokhara and Chitwan to be receptive to pilot innovative ideas.

4

This is assumed that DoLIDAR will continue to exist and lead in the LRN sector, at least in a transitional period.
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ANNEX 6 – INTERNAL AUDIT SCHEDULE (PLANNED AND COMPLETED)
Number

Implementation Year- 2

Implementation Year- 1

IY

Month

CORE DISTRICTS
KTM

Remarks

NEPJ

Month

Cum

Oct '013

1

1

Jan '014

2

3

Mar
'014

9

12

Apr '014

9

21

May
'014

6

27

026

Jun '014

4

31

028

Jull '014

13

44

4

48

3

51

Aug
'014
Sept
'014
Total.
IY1
Feb
‘015
Mar
‘015
Apr ‘015
Jun
‘015
Aug
‘015
Sep
‘015

51
1

1

2

3

2

5

3

8

2

10

3

13

PILOT DISTRICTS

ACH

BAJ

DAD

DAI

DOT

HUM

JUM

KAL

MUG

JHA

MOR

PAR

SAN

SIN

001
003
012

008

007

002
006

011

004

005
&
010

016

039

033
&
036

032,
037
&
041

035
&
040

013

015
&
018

017

014
&
019

024

022

025

023

4

4

4

029

043
048

4

ARAMP- DAD, DOT, BAJ. MPR- BAJ, ACH. Proc of
SCKTM
Store Mngt.- NPJ. FM &Admin- MOR, DOT, DAD.
FM &Admin- MUG, JUM, NPJ, KAL. SED- HUM,
MUG,
JUM.
MPR- JHA, PAR.

021

030

034
&
038

4

020

027

051
3

ARAMP

009

045

1

Contracts: DDF payments

2

049

050

4

4

031
042

047

SED. Engineering- MOR and SAN
044

046

SED
4

3

003

008

2

3

3

2

013

51
Labour & Wages

002

PMV data

005

PMV (labour & wages)

007
010

Eng.- BAJ, ACH, DOT, DAD, JHA. SED- ACH, BAJ,
DOT.
Admin- NPJ, DAI, BAJ, RAP, SIN.

Eng- DAI. Admin- SAN, JHA. SED- MUG.

001

004

District Monthly reports Engineering- SIN.

006
009

Non-scheduled-3: Duty care/Contingency
District Reviews

012

011
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Number
IY

Month

Implementation
Year- 3

Dec
‘015
Jan
‘016
Total.
IY2

KTM
Month

Cum

2

15

2

17
17

Remarks
ACH

014

2

1

1

1

004

005

Mar
‘016

1

6

Apr ‘016

2

8

May
‘016

5

13

013

Jun
‘016

3

16

015

Aug
‘016

2

18

Sep
‘016

4

22

Oct ‘016

2

24

1

25

1

26

0

26

2

2

Mar'017

2

4

DAD

DAI

DOT

HUM

JUM

KAL

MUG

JHA

MOR

PAR

SAN

SIN

Equipment proc & store management
017

5

Feb'017

BAJ

015

5

26

PILOT DISTRICTS

NEPJ

Feb
‘016

Nov
‘016
Dec
‘016
Jan
‘017
Total.
IY3

Impleme
ntation
Year- 3.5

CORE DISTRICTS

1

1

1

002

003

0

2

016
1

0

1

1

2

Annual Plans (LRN, SED)
1

1

H&S- MUG preponed initially scheduled in May 016.
Non Scheduled- 4: DLI reporting- DAD, DOT, ACH,
BAJ.

001

H&S- HUM preponed initially scheduled on May
016.
ARAMP- ACH
Works measurement, Payment system & store
management

006
007
012

010

008
011

ARAMP- DOT, ACH. EIA- MUG for HUM-MUG Link
Road
District Programme Coordination- DAD, BAJ.

009

014
018
021
&
022

17

016

Non-scheduled-2: Internal financial ManagementPAR,
SIN.
District Review & Social audit- ACH.

017

Public Audit (LRUC and RMGs level)
Implementation (LRN, SED and Safe Guard)- BAJ,
MUG.
Non-scheduled-2: MEL DBFR- BAJ, MUG.

019
&
020

024

Non-scheduled-1: Internal financial managementMOR. District level Communication- MUG.

023
025

PMV data

026

Planning and Monitoring (LRN, SED)
Planning and Handover

1

0

3

4

1

3

2

1

1

2

4

0
027

029

1

1

0

2
028

26
Non Scheduled-2:Internal financial management (DDF)
Involvement of Youth and Women in CONNECT
programme

030
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Number
IY

Month

KTM
Month

Cum

Apr'017

2

6

May'017

1

7

Jun'017

3

10

Total.
IY3.5

Implementation
Year- IY4

CORE DISTRICTS

10

PILOT DISTRICTS
Remarks

NEPJ
ACH

BAJ

DAD

DAI

DOT

HUM

JUM

KAL

MUG

031

032

0

0

2

034

036

1

1

0

1

0

1

1

1

2

Sep
'017

3

5

Oct '017

1

6

Nov '017

2

8

008

Dec
'017

2

10

009

Feb
'018

3

13

Mar
'018

2

15

3

19

Jun'018

1

20

Total.
IY4

20

SIN

Non schedule-2: Operation and maintenance of
Rock drill machine

District management system in DAD and JUM.
Non schedule-1: RBG saving & credit scheme in
BAJ.

Aug'017

May
'018

SAN

035

1

16

PAR

Adherence of Instruction for BOGs.

1

1

MOR

033

Jul'017

Apr'018

JHA

1

1

0

0

0

1

Application and effectiveness of district field
verification report in MUG

001

Use of programme funds by private sector partners
to downstream beneficiaries

002
005

004

003

RBGs/SBGs health and safety in BAJ. Delivery of
contractual commitments by Private sector partners in
DOT & DAD.

006

RMG monthly work plan, work
measurement and payment in DOT.

012,&
013

RMG monthly work plan, work assignment and
measurement and payment in JUM. Delivery of LRN works
in HUM.

011
015

1

2

2

5

on

RMGs

RBGs/SBGs Works measurement and wage
payment.

020
1

Fund flow through local level
maintenance works in Ach and SIN

Non sheduled-1: Follow up of CIAP status “Use of
programme funds by private sector partners to the
downstream beneficiaries”. RMG and SMG work at
Dailekh – Naumule DRCN in DAI.
"Store management system" and Application and
effectiveness of district field verification reports in HUM.
Non sheduled-1: Examining Quality Aspect of Gumboots
in HUM.

017,
018 &
019

1

and

Non sheduled-1: Documentation on employment days
practices in KAL and RMG payment in PAR.

010

016

0

assignment

Compliance of DC's Field Report tracker by DTL in MUG
in MUG and RBG/SBG Health and Safety in KAL

007

014

0

10

1
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2

0

0

1

0

1
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Number
IY

Month

KTM

Implementation
Year- IY5

Month

0

Aug
‘018

0

Sep
‘018

0

Oct ‘018

0

Nov
‘018

0

PILOT DISTRICTS
Remarks

NEPJ

Cum

Jul ‘018

Dec
‘018
Jan
‘019

CORE DISTRICTS
ACH

BAJ

DAD

DAI

DOT

HUM

JUM

KAL

MUG

JHA

MOR

PAR

SAN

SIN

1

RMGs handover

1

Governance for sustainability of MSME

1

Asset disposal

1

Store verification
1. RBGs/SBGs works measurement & payment
and 2. Application of DTA's field verification reports

2

0

1

Store verification

0

1

Store verification

Feb'019

0

1

Total.
IY5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

124

4

4

11

11

8

10

10

8

9

11

11

5

4

7

4

7

124

G. Total

Key:

Planned Audit

Health and Safety

Completed Audit
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Continual Improvement Management Actions
Based on feedback and issues raised by internal audits, RAP3 management has taken actions
as mean of continual improvement on performance management either introducing new or
revising the existing guidelines and manuals that help improve quality works. List of improvement
actions include as per the following.
i.

Development and enactment of new guidelines and manuals:
















ii.















Developed store management guidelines
Prepared a guideline for social mobilization and safeguard management operational
manual
Prepared a briefing paper on RBGs saving & credit schemes.
Developed RAP3 CONNECT Management & Operations Guidelines
Prepared a guideline that describes CONNECT role and exit strategy (Offering
recommendations to HAMRI DIDI on enterprise registration, tax implications etc. to be
shared with CONNECT and Unilever Nepal Teams)
Prepared induction checklist for DTLs to give briefing on RAP to new DDC officials
Designed CIM review guidelines
Developed a briefing paper on the procedures of organising a public meeting and instruction
for cluster staffs for organising meeting.
Developed an appropriate system for tracking of RAP3 DDF Fund expenditure and
implemented in RAP3 districts.
Developed and circulated guidelines for district level CIAP preparation
Developed IT user guidelines
Developed an appropriate system for handing and taking over procedure in the districts
Designed a consolidated contingency emergency Nepal plan (for TMO and districts)
incorporating best practices from DFID and RMO taking into account of RAP3 lessons from
earthquake documented in the audit report.
Revision of existing guidelines and manuals:
RAP3 RMG guidelines (ID card for RMG member, insurance for dog/snake bites)
Updated master version of LRN manual ensuring RBGs/RMGs monthly payment
mechanism
Amendment in LRN manual “Guidelines for drawing a cross section of earthworks and a
layer wise plan of gabion /Dry stone retaining walls of RBGs/SBGs work bills
Updated CONNECT package document, including the details of the Yuva Vayus (Roles
and responsibilities; 4-stage offer and timeline for CONNECT exit)
Review the process and update CONNECT management guidelines on delivery of the
original Invoice of private partners process and policy decision of monthly salary cost
sharing.
The PMV reporting flow diagram has been revised to make a comprehensive M&E
monitoring framework
Modified/updated the existing field verification formats related to safeguard programme
and instruct DTAs
The cost for public audit arranged under LRUC budget
Reviewed the existing procedure of social audit and concluded that field verifications under
PMV i.e. collecting beneficiary’s feedbacks, monitoring evaluation & leaning (MEL), field
studies/review reports and district annual review are also providing beneficiaries feed backs
on the social aspect so idea of conducting a separate social audit to drop.
Translated 10 points worker briefing card English into Nepali.
Translated CPD test questions English into Nepali
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iii.

























Reviewed self-study component of CPD programme
Revised the CTEVT Interns guideline of the CPD programme
Developed a system to prepare simple training completion reports under ASP
Amendment in RAP bidding document for gumboot procurement including specifications.
Reviewed RBGs/SBGs payment guidelines so as to reflect whole process from
measurement up to wage distribution.
Improvement towards quality assurance:
Strengthened RAP3 due procurement process by collecting VAT & PAN bills from all
suppliers instead of collecting from winner only under direct funding in RAP3 regional office
Established system for preparing periodic summary report of rock drill spare parts and
maintenance of rock drill machines in the districts
DTLs has started application of RAP3 method statement to vertical bracing wire
Followed standard method for showing GL level, designed level centre line in earthworks
cross section in the graph sheet within RAP3 new construction districts as instructed in the
LRN guidelines.
Established a system ensuring proper a filing system of concurrence certificates received
from DCs along with the respective bills before making payment to contractors.
Practiced maintaining records for tracking IPCs wise contractor payment details under
RAP3 DDF fund
Orientation given to site store keepers and drill operator groups on procedures of safe
handling of petrol and post the guidelines in the door of the stores.
Standardized drawing cross sections of earthworks and the gabion layer plan of RBGs
works bills in RAP3 new construction districts
DDC’s insurances for RMGs covering dog/snake bites
The RMG monthly payment system being enforced and fully in line with guidelines.
Orientated and trained storekeepers on store management and record keeping system
Strengthened RAP3 policy on measurement of RBGs works on a regular basis unless there
is written request from LRUCs with valid reasons
DTA practised to keep and maintaining the evidences of action taken against the issues in
the district.
The printed hard copies of site instruction sheets are made available compulsory for the
field staffs to use of site instruction sheet while instructing to RBGs/SBGs.
Practised for involving designated respondents from beneficiaries for evaluation rating to
the field verification report
Ensured that DTA team (DTL, EO & SDO) that the monthly field verification reports are
being sent every month
Practiced on addressing the issues found and collected from DTA monthly field verification
reports through district level CIAP for improvement
DTA are advised for using prescribed logbooks ensuring that the required information are
properly filled up and maintain it up to date.
Revised and established new DC's Field visit for the district visit based on the type of district
i.e.; new construction, pilot and core district
Made mandatory requirement for submitting district’s fortnightly tracker against DC’s Field
Visit Report to TMO.
ASP training is designed based on the outcomes of the DDC’s CIM review.
DTLs established a practice for preparing proceeding of an annual review meeting.
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“Antenna Foundation started giving priority to RAP3 activities in “Bikaash ko Baato” radio
broadcast. DTAs are monitoring it and RBGs/SBGs /RMGs are encouraged to listen to the
programme.
Practised RAP3 CONNECT partner staffs for using standard monthly plan templet for
preparing their monthly plan.
Oriented the Chairperson of the RPA3 Connect private sector partners about the process
of preparing a monthly plan for their support staffs.
Established a system for counting employment days that created by transportation of tools
and materials
DTA is strictly followed for reporting activities accomplish within period 22nd of previous
month to 21st of the reporting month
DTAs have maintained authentic supporting documents for progress reporting
Regularized district CI process as per 039 RAP briefing paper.
Verification of RAP3 and DDC ledger records is done to ensure each transaction done
correctly.
Instruction issued for the safety RBG money while carrying from district to field in all new
construction districts
DTAs are fulfilling the process and contents of public audit in conducting RAP3 public audit
Improved the situation in using of safety gears by RBG/RMGs and replenishment of safety
gears on time.
Enhanced required knowledge and skill of trained RBG members handling the First Aid
cases through refresher training
Increased awareness to RBG/SBG on worker safety by the practice of reading 10 point
safety instruction
Managed to distribute the appropriate size of gum boots to SBG/RBG members.
RBGs level bylaws/ policy are in placed as a mandatory action while running the saving and
credit programme in the groups.
Warning flag or barricades are placed at appropriate places to avoid risks of injuries to the
public.
Minimised open defecation by constructing and using toilets by all RBGs/SBGs.
Procured and distributed an appropriate type of ear-defenders to the rock drill operators
HRD/Admin prepared and sent a notice board of 10 RAP3 principles that to be posted it in
DDC courtyard in the public notice.
Established a standard procedure for maintaining a data backup system in the districts
Ensured proper filing system in the districts.
DTA staffs are being known about the district level communication strategy to take an
appropriate action whenever needed.
RAP3 districts offices and TMO are being well equipped with emergency items by timely
checking and replacement.
Trained all RAP3 staffs in handling and using a fire extinguisher, first aid and earthquake
safety.
DTL and OMs have been trained in risk assessment and risk register requirements.
All RAP3 field staffs have been oriented on BOGs 14 points and carrying a pocket sized
BOG.
Established follow up mechanism reporting of implementation status on issues raised in the
field verification reports and maintained in the district CIAP.
DTL and EO of RAP3 new construction are instructed for preparing specific action plan for
the critical sections for proper and timely completion of project works.
Ensured that before and after photographs of critical sections and huge structures are being
maintained.
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Made mandatory requirement to follow RAP3 guidelines while plotting cross sections and
gabion layer plans of RBGs/SBGs works bills.
Strengthen store keeping system by maintaining proper record keeping and periodic
verifications.
DTL and EO of RAP3 new construction districts are instructed for preparing specific action
plan of the critical section for proper and timely completion of project works.
Ensured that before and after photographs of critical section and huge structures are being
maintained.
Made mandatory requirement to follow RAP3 guidelines while plotting cross sections and
gabion layer plans of RBGs/SBGs works bills.
Strengthen store keeping system by maintaining proper record keeping and periodic
verifications.
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ANNEX 7 – GON ANNUAL PROGRESS REPORT 2074/75
Annex 7.1- Breakdown of budget as per components
Third Trimester/Annual Progress Report
8
Expenditure amount and percentage of the current
year till this period: NRs. 1,091.18m. (152.39%)

1

Fiscal Year: 2074/75

2

Budget Sub-Heading no.:`

3

Ministry: MoFALD

4

Name of Programme: Rural Access Programme 3

9

10

Expenditure amount and percentage from starting to
this period out of total estimated/project cost: (GBP
42.73m /47.325m) = 90.29%)
Physical progress percentage of project (based on
total project period from starting to extended period
till June 2019): 95.10%

5

Name of Programme Chief: Jeewan Guragain

6

Budget of this period (NRs.):
(a) Internal (Nepal Govt., Organization, People's participation:
NA

11

The project implemented period (May 2013 to Oct
2017) in percentage out of total project period (May
2013 to June 2019): 84.84%

(b) Foreign (Grant): NRs. 270.00 million

12

Reimbursement status

7

Expenditure amount and percentage of this period
(a) Internal (Nepal Govt., Organization, People's participation:
NA
(b) Foreign (Grant): NRs. 454.33 million (168.27%)

(a) Amount to be reimbursed: NA
(b) Amount submitted for reimbursement: NA
(c) Amount yet to be reimbursed: NA
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Spent in
million
(Weightage)

Progress of current FY
till the reporting period
(NRs)/Annual Progress
Quantity

Third Trimester
Progress (NRs)
Quantity

Budget
(in
million)

Weight
(%)

Third Trimester
Target (NRs)
Quantity

Budget
(in
million)

Weight
(%)

Plan and Activities

Quantity

SN

Unit

Annual Target
(NRs)

Spent in
million
(Weightage)

Major output
and
achievement
s based on
indicator

Remarks

16 March – 15 July 2018

Column no. 14, Major output and
achievements based on indicator is
presented here

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Activities under programme budget
Programme cost on all components,
A. Local Road Network Asset Management
454.33
1,091.18
See below
B. CONNECT (SED)
100
716
38
270
(168.27%)
(152.39%)
C. Capacity Building & Policy Harmonization
D. Safeguard & PMV
Grand Total Cost
100
716
270
454.33
1,091.18
LRN

Construction work is in progress in four districts (Humla, Mugu, Kalikot and Bajura)

2.5m track opening
0.00km in this trimester reaches to 97.50km out of 97.5km in total.

3.5m widening
3.40km in this trimester reaches to 93.55km out of 97.5km in total

4.5m widening & structure
5.77km in this trimester reaches to 90.74km out of 97.5km in total

DRCN maintenance works through RMG of 2,253km in 13 districts (except in Humla) on-going.

Orientation training to technical focal persons on RMG management to support handover to local levels of core and pilot maintenance districts completed.
Preparatory tasks to close down TA support for maintenance pilot districts by end July 2018 ongoing.
CONNECT

CONNECT is in implementation in six districts as per plan.
CB/PH

Six days basic level GIS training course to municipality IT technicians and other technical staff of 14 programme districts and RAP Graduate Engineers completed.

GIS based digitised maps of 109 of 135 Rural/Municipalities of RAP3 districts prepared and preparation of the remaining Rural/Municipalities ongoing.
Others

430,371 employment days generated in this trimester.

As the part of EBRW pilot works, practical sessions of the training exercise of excavator operators in the existing sub-standard bulldozed section of MHLR ongoing

An introductory meeting with the Government of Karnali Province held on 29 June 2018 in Surkhet.

Field verification and risk based audit programme continued under quality management.

Note:
• Core districts (9): Dadeldhura, Dailekh, Jumla, Kalikot, Mugu, Humla, Bajura, Doti and Achham. CONNECT is in six districts (Achham, Bajura, Dadeldhura, Dailekh,
Doti and Jumla)
• Pilot districts (5): Jhapa, Morang, Sankhuwasava, Sindhupalchowk and Parbat
• Currency exchange rate 1£ = NPR 140.00 (in average)
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ANNEX 8 – SOME GLIMPSES OF PROGRAMME ACTIVITIES

4 Wheel test drive in GDDDR, Mugu

A glimpse of Darvi section, SDDR, Humla

Farmers invest in construction of poly houses and
irrigation ponds

RBG members working in Kalikot.
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Safety demonstration at high risk sections of
GDDDR, Mugu

400 Hamri Didis complete UNL and BNL product
and sales training
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ANNEX 9 - RAP3 IMPACT STORIES
1.0

Empowering Rural Women and Improving Livelihoods

Ms Kaldhari Saud 54, a wife and mother of 5, lives in Bajura in the Mid and Far West of Nepal.
She rears 2 cows, 1 calf, 2 oxen and 2 goats and earns an income from producing ginger and
turmeric on a small plot of land and selling it in the local village and markets. She is an active
member of the Pragatisil vegetable producer group.
Before working with Rural Access Programme (RAP), Kaldhari together with her husband worked
as local labourers.
Now, Kaldhari works in a RAP road building group (RBG). The UK funded Programme provides
jobs in road maintenance and construction to individuals from the poorest households. Initially her
husband was appointed as an RBG member but Kaldhari replaced him after he became ill. She
has worked 650 days over five years contributing to the construction of the Maure-Toli-Chhatara
road, linking remote communities in Bajura to essential services and earning a total of GBP 2,500.
Kaldhari has used her earnings to repay a loan, cover household expenses and invest in her
children’s education.
She has also been able to invest to secure future earnings, investing GBP 575 to procure land and
GBP 220 to increase vegetable production. RAP has supported seed inputs, provided support to
improve production techniques and construct an irrigation system.
Now Kaldhari has GBP 100 saved in Nawadurga Women Cooperative and Pragatisil Vegetable
Producer Group accounts. She has taken as education loan GBP 38 from the RBG saving account
and GBP 115 from the Nawadurga Women Cooperative.
Preivously Kaldhari was cultivating one ropani of land but has increased the area under cultivation
to 3 ropanis and anticipates doubling her income from sale of vegetables. She hopes to expand
her vegetable business further in the years to come.

Kaldhari working in the Pragatisil Road
Building Group

Kaldhari ready for work and with her children
before school
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Checking chilly crops ahead of harvest

2.0

Selling vegetables at Hat Bazaar

The journey to closing Nepal’s wage gap

Pushpa Hamal, 41 from Dailekh is a Special Maintenance Group (SMG) member with Rural
Access Programme (RAP). She has been the chairperson for the group for the last one year. She
is also a member of the community mothers group (Aama Samuha), the women’s group (Mahila
Samuha) and the agriculture group (Krishi Samuha). And is the mother of three sons, Bhupendra,
Laxman and Prakash Shahi. Her husband migrated to Saudi Arabia two and half years ago in
search of work.
In the last year, Pushpa has helped maintain and build a number retaining walls (dry stone as well
as gabion walls) and stone soling works in critical sections of the road.
Special Maintenance Group members like the one that Pushpa leads, are responsible for localised
road repairs targeting access bottlenecks at critical sections and complimenting routine and
recurrent activities.
Their input is critical in building and maintaining the thousands of kilometres of climate-resilient
roads that RAP has worked on since 1999, that help connect remote communities to markets,
health care facilities and schools.
The UK funded Programme provides jobs in road maintenance and construction to individuals from
the poorest households. Many of them are earning an income for the first time. While selecting
workers, marginalised and disadvantaged groups are prioritised and the
workforce is required to be 33% women.
Pushpa’s Group has 8 male and 12 female members. All group
members are being paid on ‘equal wage on equal work’ basis adopted
by the programme since the beginning. However, sometimes female
members use to face grumble of male members against the wage
payment system adopted by the programme. On behalf of females,
Pushpa has taken lead to defend women’s rights for equal pay and
convince other male members of the group.
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With the income that Pushpa has earned as a group member and chair, she has been able to send
her sons to school, two are attending private boarding schools, and she hopes this will serve them
well in the future. She is also able to save some money for emergency situations.
Pushpa’s strong stance on the issue and leadership has inspired other female SMG members and
local women to demand equal pay.
[Bikash ko Bato interviewed Pushpa on International Women’s Day that we can use here]
Over 3,500 women are working with RAP in a wide variety of roles, from the staff working at RAP’s
offices in Kathmandu, to store keepers, graduate engineers, Hamri Didis, Road Building Group &
Road Maintenance Group members, social mobilisers and more.
In a country where opportunities for women are limited, RAP is providing both income-generating
opportunities and enabling women’s empowerment.
Pushpa being recognised for her contribution to breaking social norms at event in
Kathmandu on International Women’s Day 2018.

3.0

Ginger exported directly to Europe

Around one quarter of Nepali people live on less than $1.90 a day according to the Asian
Development Bank. In this young democracy prone to natural disasters, such as the earthquake
of 2015 and the floods of 2017, subsistence agriculture is the main source of livelihood for four out
of five people.
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Thousands of ginger farmers in west Nepal have an opportunity to jump from subsistence to
commercial agriculture. They just need a reliable market system that includes steady demand and
better prices.
Radha volunteered because she wants “to play a positive role in construction of MBCs and ginger
farmers business management and marketing support
with OMF” and is motivated by “getting the income
from ginger farming”.
CONNECT, the economic development component of
UKaid funded Rural Access Programme (RAP) brings
together players that can form a reliable market.
CONNECT has connected a Nepali exporter of organic
products with hundreds of ginger farmers, so they get
a steady supply, and the farmers get steady demand.
Farmers like Radha (right in the picture)
And, since partnering with CONNECT, the Nepali exporter has, for the first time, exported ginger
directly to European markets.
Radha is young, motivated and ambitious; she has taken on a voluntary leadership role, mobilising
the farmer group she represents and acting as a link between the ginger farmers the business they
supply. Radha has helped her relatives and the
wider community complete applications for bank
accounts and loans.
“I am always …. getting the support from my family
to run as a CONNECT and OMF YV, my family
always inspired me for social volunteer work.”
In partnership with Prabhu Bank Limited, OMF is
facilitating value chain financing to enable farmers’
to increase their production.
Radha completing her application for a loan.
4.0

Supply Chains offering opportunities for women farmers

RAP3 CONNECT, the economic development component of the UKaid funded Rural Access
Programme is helping farmers shift from subsistence to commercial farming by building reliable
supply chains.
The innovative Yuva Vayu (a Nepali word meaning Youth Wind) model, designed to build an army
of women that will be valuable assets to their supply chains over the long term, has become a key
component in delivering CONNECT’s goal to embed a strong and commercial relationship between
Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) and the farmers in their supply chains that will
continue even after CONNECT’s exit.
Yuva Vayus (YVs) are CONNECT’s response to traditional social mobilisers. CONNECT has
identified high potential women, who are hungry for change, ambitious for self, family and
community and ready to volunteer their services, taking a leadership role in mobilizing, activating,
energizing and shepherding the farmer groups they belong to.
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Yuva Vayus like Ms Nirmala Kumari Dhakal, a dairy farmer from Dailekh, are receiving training,
coaching and technical support with the aim of empowering them to be champions of commercial
farming and advocates of long term commercial agreements.
Nirmala lives with her mother and sister, 4km from Belpata Dairy Cooperative (BDC). She has
been a member of the cooperative since it was established. The family earns a living from
agriculture and the milk they sell to BDC.
Nirmala and the 21 other dairy farmers in the supply
chain have recently completing 45-day Animal
Village Health Worker training, receiving a GoN
accredited qualification. Successful completion of
the course not only gives them skills to improve both
their and their communities’ farming practices but
enables them to provide basic veterinary services
from which they will gain additional income.
“Whenever there used to be problem with our animals, we would depend on witchcraft. After
RAP-3 CONNECT intervention we received many trainings, women have become
independent.”
“Previously, we didn't even know about milk collection and storage. Now, we are aware
about this and quantity of collected milk have increased along with increased grass
production. It was not like this before. Many things have changed now.”
“women used to be limited in their locality like "the ponds frog". Now, the trainees have
become independent in our village after getting all these trainings. They have increased selfconfidence of doing something on their own. In coming days, they are confident enough to
give services and charge money and do well in society.”
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5.0

RAP brings financial boon for women road workers

Ms Satyarupa Karki, 35, is a road building group member in Mugu, one of the remotest and most
underdeveloped areas of Nepal. Since March 2014 she has worked on the construction of a 23km
stretch of the local road network being built under the Rural Access Programme (RAP).
Satyarupa’s work digging the track and carrying stones to the construction site will connect remote
communities to essential services. And, for the first time, she is receiving a wage.
"Previously I had to depend on my husband for as little as five rupees. But now I have been able
to earn money on my own and also save some of it."
The mother of five is making wise use of her wages.
"We spent the money on our kids' education and to meet our household expenses. We have small
saving groups that RAP has formed. Each of the group members deposits 10% of his or her pay
as personal saving. RAP provides equal pay to men and women workers. Other employers used
to pay us less, compared to men."
The UK funded Programme provides jobs in road
maintenance and construction to individuals from the
poorest households. Many of them are earning an
income for the first time. While selecting workers,
marginalised and disadvantaged groups are prioritised
and the workforce is required to be 33% women.
Satayrupa believes RAP has brought positive changes
in the lives of Mugu women through economic
empowerment.
“After RAP came to our village, we have grown as
confident as men. There is development taking place in
our place. Our financial is improved. This all has been
possible due to RAP.”
Incomes from RAP enable households to purchase basic goods, enrol children in school and save
for the future. And now they have easier and quicker access to the district headquarter.
"Earlier, we were only limited to farm works and household chores. We could not to go out of our
houses freely. We used to feel uneasy even to have eye contact with men, let alone talk to them.
But after RAP came in, we have learnt basic rural road construction skills, how to raise our voice
among the mass and leadership skills. Now we have the confidence to speak and share views in
mass gatherings freely and openly. Previously I used to have a tough time even introducing
myself."
Members of road building groups receive training on group management and leadership, conflict
management, first aid, on the job training, seasonal and off seasonal vegetable production and
there is an opportunity for members to serve as group chairperson or treasurer, important roles
and the chance to build leadership skills.
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"Now we have the courage to fight for our rights and also have better chances of getting a job”
Group members are more aware of donor and Government development activities and how to
raise their voice against possible corruption, optimum utilization of available resources and
promoting opportunities for women.
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ANNEX 10 – RAP3 LOGICAL FRAMEWORK
PROJECT NAME

Rural Access Programme - Third Phase (RAP3), £72.5 million, Revised in April 2018

IMPACT

Impact Indicator 1

Reduction in
poverty,
vulnerability and
exclusion in
Western Nepal

Households lifted out of or prevented
from falling into poverty by RAP

Baseline
Planned

Achieved

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

Baseline 2014:
0
Midline 2016
Midline June
2016: 8,145
HHs

Source
Impact study conducted by independent Monitoring, Evaluation and
Learning (MEL) team
OUTCOME

Outcome Indicator 1

Improved incomes
and resilience
through
employment, and
improved access
to services &
economic
opportunities in
the rural transport
infrastructure area
(RTIA) of RAP;
with increased
policy ownership
and capacity over
both rural road
asset
management and
social protection
by GoN.

a) Number of people living along new
road access catchment area* (annual)
b) Number of people with access to the
maintained network of roads* (annual)

Planned
Achieved

Baseline: Feb17
a) 87,700
b) 2,109,000
a) 87,700
b) 2,109,000

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

Assumptions

a) 87,700
b) 2,109,000
a) 87,700
b) 2,109,000

a) 87,700
b) 2,109,000
a) 87,700
b) 2,109,000

a) 87,700
b) 2,109,000
a)
b)

i. Political
instability does not
increase
ii. Limited
exogenous
shocks to the
economy

Sources:
* figures derived from population living
within VDCs through which RAP road
passes through
Outcome Indicator 2
Annual number of vehicles using
maintained roads in the DRCN

RAP3 management information systems, VDC population
Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

Planned

Baseline: Feb17
4.90 million

4.90 million

+

++

Achieved

4.90 million

4.90 million

4.90 million

Sources:
RAP3 management information systems
Outcome Indicator 3
a) RAP: % of targeted HHs receiving
minimum 80 days/annum employment

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

Planned

Baseline: Feb17
100%

100%

70%

40%

Achieved

100%

100%

100%

Source:
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iii. Limited shocks
due to climatic
and other natural
disasters.
iv. High demands
for labour based
employment in the
selected area
v.Targeting
systems will be
robust enough to
ensure that the
poor and
disadvataged
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Outcome Indicator 4
i) Capacity development of GoN through
RAP:
a) Improved capacity (CIM score) - in a
scale of 1-10*
* Measured once in a year during district
annual review.
b) % of GoN funding for routine
maintenance

Planned

Achieved

RAP3 management information systems, KRDU management information
systems
Baseline: FebJun-17
Jun-18
Jun-19
17
a) 6.4
a) 6.4
a) '++
a) '++
b) 13%
b) 45%
b) 70%
b) 100%
c)
c)
c)
c)
a) 6.4
b) 13%
c)

a) 6.4
b) 46%
c)

a) 7.14
b) 83%
c)

a)
b)
c)

Sources:

ii) Capacity and system development of
GoN through TSKEP:
c) % compliant to KEP guidelines
(compliance matrix)*
* Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3 (as per last
indicator)

RAP3 management information systems, TSKEP management information
systems

Outcome Indicator 5

Baseline: Feb17
0
293,467

£’s leveraged from third parties to MSME
Pilot and enabling environment partners*
*in cash and kind

Planned
Achieved
Sources:

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

150,000
338,479

300,000
564,801

450,000

groups benefit
disproportionately
from the project.
vi. Inclusive
approach results
in minimal conflict
at the local level
vii. Social systems
of discrimination
can be
transformed
through
awareness to
support the
realisation of
equal wages and
opportunities
viii. GoN will fund
for emergency
and recurrent and
routine road
maintenance
costs.

RAP3 management information systems
Outcome Indicator 6
Improved commitment to SP objectives
through the adoption of key polices in
KEP guidelines*

INPUTS (£)

*As measured through the integration of
key policies (list 1-x) into the KEP
guideline
DFID (£, million) =

Planned
Achieved
Source:

Baseline
0

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

ix. Local
governments are
committed to SP
objectives in
Federal Nepal

Jun-18

Jun-19

Assumption

TSKEP monitoring system

72.5

GON (£) =

INPUTS (FTE)

OUTPUT 1

Output Indicator 1.1

Baseline: Feb17
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Jun-17
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Development and
Sustained
Management of
Local Road
Network (LRN) in
RAP3 districts

Km of roads under RMG maintenance
(annual)

2,100

2,150

2,200

Achieved

1,944

2,291

2,253

2,250

Source:

Output Indicator 1.2
Km of new roads constructed*
*Road completion process in stages by:
2.5m trail
3.5m wide
4.5m full width
Construction complete

IMPACT
WEIGHTING (%)
20%
INPUTS (£)

Planned

DFID (£, millions) =

RAP management information system, MEL verification, and independent monitoring
report
Baseline: FebJun-17
Jun-18
Jun-19
17
Planned
2.5m trail: 92km
2.5m trail: 93km
2.5m trail: 97km
2.5m trail:
3.5m wide:
3.5m wide:
3.5m wide:
97.5km
77km
80km
92km
3.5m wide:
4.5m full width:
4.5m full width:
4.5m full width:
97.5km
67km
72km
86km
4.5m full width:
Construction
Construction
Construction
97.5km
complete: 0km
complete: 0km
complete: 60km
Construction
complete:
97.5km
Achieved
2.5m trail: 93km
2.5m trail:
2.5m trail:
2.5m trail
3.5m wide:
94.9km
97.50km
3.5m wide
78.90km
3.5m wide:
3.5m wide:
4.5m full width
4.5m full width:
84.1km
93.55km
Construction
70.40km
4.5m full width:
4.5m full width:
complete:
Construction
77.1km
90.74km
complete: 0km
Construction
Construction
complete: 0km
complete: 60km
Sources:
RAP3 management information systems, MEL verification, and independent monitoring
report
16.50
GON (£) =

INPUTS (FTE)
OUTPUT 2

Output Indicator 2.1

Increased and
reliable pro-poor
earning
opportunities for
RAP targeted
households

Total number of employment days
generated (cumulative):
a) in construction (male/female)
b) in maintenance (total days by GoN and
DFID funds, with total DFID-funded
employment days and % proportion of

Planned

Baseline: Feb17
Total: 3,543,706*
a) 1,204,963 /
698,565
b) 1,307,590
[1,269,713]
(97.10%)
c) 43,944
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i) Labour based
maintenance
approach to
climate resistant
roads is accepted
by the community
and other
stakeholders
ii) Limited impact
of extreme
climatic conditions
affecting road
access.
Positive response
from transport
markets to
lowered transport
costs
iii) GoN continue
to fund on routine
and recurrent
maintenance on
the RAP3
established road
networks and
continuously
implement.

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

RISK RATING:
MODERATE
Assumptions

Total: 3,950,000
a) 1,268,640 /
805,093
b) 1,383,943
[1,308,943]
(94.58%)
c) 200,000 / 3,680

Total: 4,650,000
a) 1,473,622 /
936,404
b) 1,594,823
[1,463,823
(91.78%)
c) 350,000/6,507

Total: 5,070,000
a) 1,520,646 /
1,000,878
b) 1,760,825
[1,574,825]
(89.44%)
c) 490,000/9,007

i) Project is able to
effectively target
and employ
sufficient numbers
of people in the
community to
participate in road
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total in brackets)
c) for SBGs

*Includes 288,644 (237,979 / 50,665)
days created by SED component (no
longer included from Feb-17 onward.

Achieved

Total: 4,061,124
a) 1,340,555 /
813,818
b) 938,140 /
470,040
[1,337,175]
c) 203,986 /
5,941

Planned
Achieved

Baseline: Feb17
a) 6,500
b) 1,600
a) 6,500
b) 1,600

Jun-18

Jun-19

a) 6,500
b) 1,650
a) 6,846
b) 1,650

a) 3,000
b) 1,650
a) 3,142
b) 1,570

a) 1,500
b) 1,650
a)
b)

Source:

20%

RAP management information system
DFID (£, million) =

Total:
a)
b)
c)

Jun-17

IMPACT
WEIGHTING (%)
INPUTS (£)

Total: 5,135,446
a) 1,643,170 /
1,027,931
b) 1,086,231 /
587,691
[1,437,085]
c) 487,274 /
14,505

Source:
RAP management information system, MEL verification, and independent monitoring
report

Output Indicator 2.2
Number of RAP targeted households
employed per annum in:
a) RBGs
b) RMGs

Total: 3,688,150
a) 1,218,031 /
731,449
b) 1,321,048
[1,283,171]
c)
125,465/3,513

18.51

Output Indicator 3.1

Institutional
capacity & policy
commitment to
manage LRN
assets
strengthened

Number of Annual Support plans, as
agreed with GoN, successfully delivered
(total per year)

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

Planned

Baseline: Feb17
15

15

15

15

Achieved

15

15

15

Source:
RAP management information system
Output Indicator 3.2
Number of person training days delivered
for Engineers and technicians at the DDC
level* (annual)

Planned
Achieved
Source:

ii) People in the
community are
effectively
mobilised and
motivated to
participate
iii) Able to ensure
women can
participate in
groups

GON (£) =

INPUTS (FTE)
OUTPUT 3

works

Baseline: Feb17
15,420
15,731

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

16,090
16,189

16,900
17,038

17,800

RAP management information system

90

RISK RATING:
MODERATE
Assumptions
i) Project is able to
engage effectively
with the local
administration
ii) Influence of
RMG at the VDC
level can be
achieved though
multi-stakeholder
engagement at
the local level.
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Output Indicator 3.3
Number of policies/guidelines with
influencing agenda developed and
delivered (cumulative)
IMPACT
WEIGHTING (%)
5%
INPUTS (£)

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

Planned

Baseline: Feb17
7

11

15

19

Achieved

7

11

15

iii) Exit strategy
from pilot district
ensures
sustainable GoN
investment in
maintenance

RISK RATING:
MINOR
Assumptions

Source:
RAP management information system
DFID (£, million) =

3.04

GON (£) =

INPUTS (FTE)
OUTPUT 4

Output Indicator 4.1

Improved
functioning and
scaled up markets
in RAP3 Connect
districts

Number of a) households & b) individuals
engaged in pilots and interventions per
year

Planned
Achieved

Baseline: Feb17
a) 2,227
b) 298

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

a) 2,500
b) 300

a) 2,800
b) 600

a) 3,000
b) 900

a) 2,577
b) 353

a) 3,380
b) 838

a) 3,646
b)1,158

a)
b)

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

i) 6
ii) 2
iii) 1
i) 6ii) 6iii) 2

i) 6
ii) 4
iii) 2
i) 6ii) 6iii) 4

i) 6
ii) 6
iii) 3
i) ii) iii)

Source:
RAP management information system
Output Indicator 4.2
No of districts with policy reform paper on
reservation of seats for women on DCCI
Executive Committees (i) drafted; (ii)
circulated to executive committees; and
(iii) tabled at the AGM

Planned

Achieved

Baseline: Feb17
i) 0
ii) 0
iii) 0
i) 5ii) 2iii) 2

Source:
RAP management information system
Output Indicator 4.3
%. of partners’ workplans which are on
time
IMPACT
WEIGHTING (%)
10%
INPUTS (£)

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

Planned

Baseline: Feb17
0%

30%

40%

50%

Achieved

44%

44%

69%

0%

Source:
RAP management information system
DFID (£, million) =

9.28

GON (£) =

91

i) Private sector
response to
market based
interventions
and incentives
promoted by
development
agencies
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INPUTS (FTE)
OUTPUT 5

Output Indicator 5.1

Demonstrate
Environmentally
Sound best
practice in road
construction using
optimum
combination of
labour and
equipment based
approaches.

Build local capacity to manage road
works using labour and equipment based
approaches:
Develop handbooks and training for
Municipalities - tested in 2 Municipalities
Develop handbooks and training for
Construction Workers - tested in 2
Municipalities

Baseline

Jun-17

Jun-18

Planned

Situation
analysis and
training started
in 1 Municipality

Achieved

10 days
advanced level
excavator
operators training
completed.
Practical session
of the training
ongoing.

Jun-19
Handbooks
developed, tested
in 2 Municipalities,
finalised and
published.

Source:

Output Indicator 5.2
DFID/ IMC MHLR Contract for labour and
equipment based approaches
Survey and design of MHLR

RAP3 management information systems, MEL verification, and independent monitoring
report
Baseline
Jun-17
Jun-18
Jun-19
Planned

Contract agreed
and signed
Survey and
design of 67km
road completed
Contract drafted
and expected to
sign in 2 weeks
Survey and
design of MHLR
completed

Achieved

Source:

Output Indicator 5.3
Km road improved
Km of new roads constructed*
*Road completion process in stages by:
2.0m trail

RAP3 management information systems, MEL verification, and independent monitoring
report
Baseline
Jun-17
Jun-18
Jun-19
Planned

Improvement:
0km
2.0m trail: 0km
4.5m full width:

92

Improvement:
4km
2.0m trail: 63km
4.5m full width:

RISK RATING:
MODERATE
Assumptions

i. Similar to
Ouptut 1 and
Output 2.
ii. Use of
handbooks and
training
materials by
programme and
beyond,
including uptake
by Government
of Nepal
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4.5m full width
Construction substantially complete

0km
Substantial
completion: 0km
Achieved

31km
Substantial
completion: 23k

Improvement:
0km
2.0m trail: 7.2km
4.5m full width:
3.52km
Substantially
complete: 0km

IMPACT
WEIGHTING (%)

Source:

10%

RAP3 management information systems, MEL verification, and independent monitoring
report
2.40
GON (£) =

INPUTS (£)

DFID (£, million) =

INPUTS (FTE)
OUTPUT 6

Output Indicator 6.1

Government of
Nepal Karnali
Employment
Programme (KEP)
systems &
capacity
strengthened to
deliver social
protection through
Public Works
Programmes
(PWPs)

No. of beneficiaries registered on MIS
system with corresponding job card (and
corresponding % of total)

Planned

Baseline

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

Assumptions

0

5,000

17,500

17,500

1. Local
governments
have access to
computers and
human
resources to be
able to use MIS

Achieved
Source:
TSKEP and KRDU developed management information system

Output Indicator 6.2
No. of beneficiaries paid through banks
through payment systems:

Planned

Baseline

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

0

250

600

800

Baseline

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

0

a) 20
b) 300

a) 20
b) 400

a) 20
b) 400

a) 16
b) 383

a)
b)

a)
b)

Achieved
Source:

Output Indicator 6.3
No of people trained on systems/process
to help deliver social protection through
public works, including targeting, VET,
MIS, etc.*:
a) Central level
b) Local level*

Planned

RISK RATING:
MINOR

Achieved
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IMPACT
WEIGHTING (%)
10%
INPUTS (£)

Source:
* district level upto 2017, local from 2018
onwards (includes gaupalika and
province)
DFID (£) =

TSKEP Lesson Learnt report, KEP Review Workshop Note
GON (£) =

RISK RATING

INPUTS (FTE)
MODERATE
OUTPUT 7

Output Indicator 7.1

Government of
Nepal Karnali
Employment
Programme (KEP)
social protection
policy objectives
supported &
strengthened

No. of technical documents relevant to
strengthening KEP policy and processes
produced and shared for training events
and activities for local governments (i.e.
health and safety, maintenance, payment
systems)

Baseline

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

Planned

0

0

3

3

Achieved

0

0

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

Planned

1

2

3

Achieved

0

Source:
TSKEP Annual Report

Output Indicator 7.2
KEP guideline reviewed and supported
(cumulative)

IMPACT
WEIGHTING (%)
10%
INPUTS (£)

Assumptions

Baseline

Source:
TSKEP Annual Report
DFID (£) =

GON (£) =

OUTPUT 8

Output Indicator 8.1

Baseline

Independent
monitoring,
evaluation and
learning promotes
improved
understanding of
programmatic and
poverty
challenges in RAP

Monitoring, Evaluative Research and
Learning reports completed

RISK RATING:
MINOR

INPUTS (FTE)

Planned

Jun-17

Jun-18

Jun-19

Assumptions

4

4

4

Use of research
findings by
programme and
beyond,
including uptake
by Government
of Nepal

Jun-18

Jun-19

Achieved
Source:
DFID led evaluation of MEL products
Output Indicator 8.2

Baseline

94

Jun-17
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3 and generates
policy-relevant
knowledge

Number of community members
consulted to provide feedback that
informs RAP policy (including survey
feedback from impact assessment)

Planned

0

400

Achieved

600+

0
0

Source:
DFID led evaluation of MEL products

Output Indicator 8.3
Number of demand driven reviews
designed, developed and completed.
a) No. of methodologies designed
b) No. of studies delivered
IMPACT
WEIGHTING (%)
10%
INPUTS (£)

Baseline
Planned

Jun-17
n/a

Achieved

n/a

Jun-18

Jun-19

a) 2
b) 0

a) 0
b) 2

a)
b)

a)
b)

Source:
DFID led evaluation of MEL products
DFID (£, million) =

2.40

GON (£) =

INPUTS (FTE)
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RISK RATING:
MINOR
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ANNEX 11 - ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AAMP

Annual Asset Management Plan

ADB

Asian Development Bank

AFSP

Agriculture and Food Security Project

AMS

Asset Management System

ARAMP

Annual Road Asset Management Plan

ARMP

Annual Road Maintenance Plan

ASP

Annual Support Plan

CFUG

Community Forest User Group

CIM

Continual Improvement Matrix

CMO

Community Monitoring Officer

COST

Construction Sector Transparency Initiative

DADO

District Agricultural Development Office

DAG

Disadvantaged Group

DAME

District Asset Management Engineer

DDC

District Development Committee

DDF

District Development Fund

DFID

Department for International Development (UK Aid)

DFO

District Forestry Office

DIPECHO Disaster Preparedness European Commission Humanitarian Aid Organisation
DLI

Disbursement Linked Indicator

DLSO

District Livestock Officer

DOLIDAR

Department of Local Infrastructure Development and Agricultural Roads

DOR

Department of Roads

DRCN

District Road Core Network

DRILP

Decentralised Rural Infrastructure and Livelihoods Programme

DRR

Disaster Risk Reduction

DRSP

District Road Support Programme

DTL

District Team Leader

DTMP

District Transport Master Plan

DTO

District Technical Office

EE

Enabling Environment

EI

Economic Infrastructure

EU

European Union

ERDRR

Earthquake Recovery and Disaster Risk Reduction Project

FCGO

Financial Comptroller General Office

FRA

Fiduciary Risk Assessment

FRRAP

Fiduciary Risk Reduction Action Plan
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GAFSP

Global Agricultural Food Security Programme

GBP

Great Britain Pound

GIZ

Gesellschaft fur Internationale Zusammanarbeit (used to be GTZ))

GON

Government of Nepal

hh

Households

HIMALI

High Mountain Agribusiness and Livelihoods Improvement

HTN

DFID How To Note

HQ

Head Quarters

HVAP

High Value Agriculture Project

IATA

International Association for Transparency and Accountability

ICS

Improved Cooking System

IDE

International Development Enterprise

IDSS

Integrated decision Support System

IG

Income Generating

IFAD

International Fund for Agricultural Development

ILO

International Labour Organisation

IMC

International Management Consulting

IRI

Interim Results indicator

ISAP

Institutional Strengthening Action Plan

ISO

International Standards Organisation

KISAN

Knowledge Based Integrated Sustainable Agriculture and Nutrition Project

KEP

Karnali Employment Project

LAPA

Local Adaptation Plan of Action

LB

Labour Based

LBES

Labour Based Equipment Supported

LBFAR

Local Body Financial Administration Regulations

LGCDP

Local Government and Community Development Programme

LINK

Linking Smallholders with Local Institutions and Markets

LRCC

Local Road Coordination Committee

LRN

Local Road Network

LRP

Local Resource Person

LRBP

Local Road Bridge Programme

LB

Labour Based

LBES

Labour Based Equipment Supported

LBFA

Local Bodies Fiscal Commission

LSAR

Light Search and Rescue

M&E

Monitoring and Evaluation

MCPM

Minimum Conditions Performance Measure
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MEL

Monitoring Evaluation and Learning

MF

Managed Fund

MOFALD

Ministry of Federal Affairs and Local Development

MSME

Micro, Small and Medium Enterprise

MUS

Multiple Use System

NEA

Nepal Engineers’ Association

NEC

Nepal Engineering Council

NGO

Non-Governmental Organisation

NRs

Nepali Rupee

NRRC

Nepal Risk Reduction Consortium

NRSAS

Nepal Road Sector Assessment Study

NTFP

Non Timber Forest Products

OJT

On the Job Training

P4R

Programme for Results

PA

Practical Action

PAF

Poverty Alleviation Fund

PCP

Project Control Plan

PDO

Programme Development Objective

PEFA

Public Expenditure and Financial Accountability

PFM

Public Financial Management

PMCA

Participatory Market Chain Analysis

PMM

Programme Management Manual

PMV

Performance Management and Verification

PR

Programme Results

Qty

Quantity

RAIDP

Rural Access and Improvement and Decentralisation Project

RAP

Rural Access Programme

RBG

Road Building Group

RBN

Roads Board of Nepal

RIA

Road Influence Area

RMG

Road Maintenance Group

RMO

Risk Management Office

RMUC

Road Maintenance User Committee

RRRSDP

Rural Reconstruction and Rehabilitation Sector Development Project

RTI

Rural Transport Infrastructure

SAME

Sub Asset Management Engineer

SBG

Special Building Group

SDC

Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation
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SED

Socio- Economic Development

SEDO

Socio- Economic Development Officer

SHS

Solar Home System

SRN

Strategic Road Network

SWAp

Sector Wide Approach

TA

Technical Assistance

TOR

Terms of Reference

UC

User Committee

UK

United Kingdom

UKaid

UK Aid

UNRA

Uganda National Roads Authority

USAID

US Agency for International Development

VDC

Village Development Committee

WB

World Bank
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